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NEWS IN BRIEF

Measles multiply
Because of reported cases of
measles in Indiana, Dr. Janice
Uoyd, director of Health Services
here, is advising students to check
their medical records of immunizations.
•We've been in contact with the
Ohio Department of Health, and
they're setting the priorities as to
who should be reimmunized,"
Uoyd said, but added that there
have been no cases yet diagnosed
in Bowling Green or in Ohio.
However, she said it would be
helpful for Health Services to know
who may need reimmunization.
Uoyd suggested students check
with their dwtors to find out if they
were immunized for measles 1963
or later with the attenuated measles vaccine, and after the age of
one.
If they were not vaccinated, she
advises they find out if they were
diagnosed as having measles by a
physician.
If students have had measles or
the attenuated measle vaccine after the age of one, she said, they
will not need further immunization. However, if they have had
neither, Uoyd requests students
come in to the health center and
leave their name on a list for reimmunization.

night with a high of 35. Low tonight
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Chris Bmah
reporter

The second national gathering of
people opposed to budget cuts in education rallied at the Capitol Monday.
Rally-goers also expressed strong
opposition to the Solomon Amendment, a measure passed by Congress
last fall.
The Solomon Amendment states
male college students cannot receive
financial aid unless they show proof
they have registered for the draft.
Congresswoman Pat Schroeder, DColo., told ralliers the Reagan administration may be old and ineducable,
but the students are not
"We aren't going to let a B-grade
president and a B-grade Congress
make this into a B-grade country,"
Schroeder said.

BG News Photos/Jerry Cattaneo

Milers

ROTC cadet Samura Banks, sophomore journalism major, and a ROTC cadet from Ohio Northern
University finish a mile and one-half aerobics test that each cadet must run once every semester. Finishing
the test within the alotted time, 12 minutes for men and 14 minutes for women, qualifies the cadets for
the Air Force summer field training program. On the steps of Memorial Hall is cadet 1st Lt. Todd Main,
junior enviromentai policy and anaylsis major, with a stop watch to time the runners as they finish and cadet
Capt. Sam Beloff. Soviet studies major, recording the runners' times.

Congress studies EPA

Chief resigns agency post
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan accepted the resignation of
Anne McGill Burford as chief of the
embattled Environmental Protection
Agency late yesterday, saying her
departure was "an occasion of sorrow
for us all."
Moments earlier, the White House
decided to supply Congress with all
disputed EPA documents sought in
the investigation of the agency.
"I just finished talking to Anne a
minute ago," Freda Poundstone, a
close friend of Burford, said. "She
said she had submitted her resignation to the president."
Burford quit because she "felt her
resignation was in the best interests
of the EPA and in the president's
interest," Poundstone said.
The announcement came shortly
after the White House said it was
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Rally protests cuts
in education funding
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Weather
Snow flurries likely today and to-
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releasing to Congress documents it
bad refused to turn over earlier in
congressional investigations of the
agency.
After that announcement of the
release of documents, chief presidential spokesman Larry Speakes
was asked whether Reagan still has
full confidence in the administrator of
the EPA and he replied: "Let's wait
and see."
REAGAN HAD expressed confidence in the administrator as recently
as Saturday.
Burford's resignation follows three
months of turbulent relations between
the EPA, Congress, the Justice Department and the White House.
At the heart of the matter was the
EPA's $1.6 billion superfund to clean
up hazardous waste dump sites and

charges that it had been mishandled
and manipulated for political reasons.
Burford, Anne Gorsuch before her
marriage Feb. 20 to Robert Burford,
was cited for contempt of Congress
last Dec. 16 after she refused, under
orders from the president, to provide
a House subcommittee with documents on the superfund.
Reagan claimed executive privilege and the Justice Department
filed suit on Burford's behalf to block
the contempt citation, but lost in
court.
But that was only the opening gun.
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., chairing
one of six congressional committees
investigating the EPA, said in recent
days that his panel had heard "specific information of criminal conduct
and other wrongdoing" at the EPA.

Mike DeMartino, a student at Stonybrook State University in Long
Island, N.Y.. said that university
hiked its fees by $400 since last year in
response to the Reagan budget cuts in
education. Room and board fees increased $150, he said.
"THE NATIONAL Freeze Lobby
Day (for nuclear arms) is tomorrow
(Tuesday). I think the rally (against
education cuts) and the freeze lobby
are tied together, and I think it's
appropriate the two are being held
close together," he said.
"There are more sacred cows in
that (Reagan) budget than there are

in India," Schroeder said. "That policy in cutting back education is wrong
and I think it needs to be changed"
Rep. Robert Edgar, D-Pa.. said the
old GI Bill provided that with every
dollar spent on education, the government got back $3 or *4. The federal
government plans to cut education in
order to spend f 1.6 trillion on defense
in the next five years, he said.
John Lynch, Boston, said be came
with 20 other students from Harvard
to meet with representatives to disapprove of education budget cuts.
"I need financial aid and if they cut
it, I can't go to school," he said.
"I CAME to make my presence
felt," David Weinstein, Westbury,
Long Island, said. He said he came
with 350 students to try to delay the
Solomon Amendment
"People have a right to education.
It's not fair to students who don't get
aid because of the Solomon Amendment," he said.
Because students who don't register
for the draft wont get financial aid,
students are guilty without due process, Julie Stewart, Oak Park, El.,
said.
Students who don't register automatically incriminate themselves
when they apply for aid, she said. "I
hope it (the amendment) will be appealed. I came to tell the senators to
kill the Solomon Amendment."

Reagan to block freeze
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
administration took the offensive yesterday against a nuclear weapons
freeze plan headed for a House vote
next week, charging the measure
would "delight the Soviets" and increase the danger of war.
House Minority Leader Robert
Michel, R-ni., said he told Reagan the
Democratic-controlled House is likely
to pass the resolution, endorsed Tuesday by the House Foreign Affairs
Committee on a 27-0 vote.
"Obviously, he (Reagan) didn't like
it," Michel commented to reporters.
The White House said Reagan
might not be swayed by passage of a
freeze resolution.
The resolution calls upon the administration to use the START (strategic arms reduction talks) for the
purposes of "pursuing a complete halt
to the nuclear arms race" and "deciding when and how to achieve a mutual
verifiable freeze on testing, production and further deployment of nu-

clear warheads, missiles and other
delivery systems."

1960s are 'approaching obsolescence
and inoperability."

RICHARD BURT, assistant secretary of state for European affairs,
told a House Armed Services subcommittee the resolution would undercut
arms control negotiations with Moscow.
Burt added that "a freeze would
undermine our capacity to defend
Europe and it would inspire doubts
among European leaders about our
resolve to do so. As such, it would
have the most deleterious effect on
the underpinnings of the (NATO) alliance."
Pentagon official Richard Perle
testified, "a freeze would delight the
Soviets.
Perle, assistant secretary of defense for international security policy, argued that a freeze would enable
the Soviets to retain their relatively
new arsenal while U.S. strategic
weapons dating back to the 1950s and

Their testimony came as the Pentagon released a 107-page study detailing the "relentless" growth of Soviet
military power.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker Jr., R-Tenn., said he thinks
some form of nuclear freeze or arms
reduction measure will be adopted by
Congress this year.
"I suspect something will pass,"
Baker said, adding that be believes
the proposal with the best chance is
one sponsored by Sens. William Cohen, R-Maine, and Sam Nunn, D-Ga.
The Cohen-Nunn plan calls for a 2for-1 nuclear "builddown," under
which the United States and Soviet
Union would agree to scrap two older
nuclear warheads for every new warhead deployed on modernized weapons systems such as the American
MX missile.

Image of bodybuilding changes
by Karen Sandstrom
news editor

After the sneers have been silenced,
the sport of body-building is allowed
to separate itself from myth like yolk
from eggwhite.
"People (body-builders) are just
now starting to eat well-balanced
diets," senior nutrition major Gary
Kishbaugh says.
" Before, it was if you're an Arnold
(Schwarzenneger) fan, you're going
to eat like Arnold, train like Arnold. .. some of the fallacies are unbelievable."
Kishbaugh is emcee and director of
the first annual Mr. BGSU physique
contest this Saturday, ana agrees,
along with some contestants, that
body-building has had a somewhat
tarnished reputation in the past
The 10 men entered in the contest
also are contending with the myth of
the body-builder as an egomaniac.
Efforts, according to some, include
not telling friends they're in the contest and keeping a close rein on lots of
! think it (the contest)
is just going to be a bunch of brutes up
mere on stage flaunting their bodies,"
senior Terry Branigan, says. "It's not
like that"
FOR MOOT of the competitors the
contest is the place where they can
display the work of a few years, Just
as basketball pUyers practice for the
"big game."
For some, it's a place to gain experience for future contests and ca"My goal is Just to stay with weight

training. But I guess my ultimate goal reference.
people freeze the first time."
is to get to a state contest," John
"I've found my niche in life," Green
Once they're out there, though, the
Adgate, senior sports studies man- says, and adds he aspires to owning a judges will be looking for muscularagement major, says. Adgate says gym of his own one day.
ity, symmetry, body shape, definition
body-building to him is just another
Sophomore construction technology and presentation, according to Kishoff-shoot of his Interest in sports, but ma Jor Scott Healy says the contest for baugh.
agrees it can become obsessive for him is definitely a "one shot deal"
Kishbaugh says because of the nasome.
ture of the way contestants win be
"There are guys, out in California,
"ITU UP here (at the University) to studied, they need to be spending time
especially... who leave their fami- study. When I came to college, I knew in front of the mirrors these days-but
lies for it. It's just one of those I had to do something physical." not to adore themselves.
things," he says.
Healy says, explaining his interest in
The line between devotion and ob- the sport
"People think they stand in front of
session in body building seems to be
"You know, you go through phases a mirror saying 'don't I look great,'
fussy for some. The regimen, which when you lift. You'llgo maybe a half a but you have to go through your
includes about 12-16 hours a week of year, and then you'll get really tired strong points and weak points."
lifting, another 6-6 of posing practice of it" he adds. Healy says although
For instance, he adds, ". . .a weakand a diet consisting mostly of tuna he's looking forward to the contest ness can be a big chest and big arms,
fish and salads, sometimes makes it he's looking forward to a huge meal if one side is out of balance with the
hard for them to forget the sport when afterward, and then a month off from other."
they're not actually lifting weights.
the sport
Branigan says he hasn't been out on
But before the men can rest they
So Kishbaugh has been giving posa weekend for several weeks now have three judges (a gym owner from ing pointers to some of the contesbecause of the diet he must stick to.
Toledo and two national body-building tants. But when they approach the
title holders) and a set of posing and judges with trunks and oiled muscles,
"YOU DONT want to inflict the compulsory routines to face. And all the contestants, all of whom work out
grouchiness on your friends," he agree that while the cmawitHlon may hi the BGSU Weight Club, will be on
be decent there is a lot to be said their own.
The men now are in sort of the fine- about showmanship, and who ends up
Branigan calls the contest itself a
tuning process before the contest with the trophies.
"friendly competition," but others
This requires them to get their per"The best or the biggest might not who work out in the basement of
centage of body fat down to about necessarily win, because a lot of it Is Eppter South say as the contest draws
three or four. So Branigan is cutting showing your strong and hiding your nearer, rivalry tension can be felt
down to three cans of water-packed weak points," Green says, ana adds more strongly.
tuna each day. After the contest, his experience in past contests might
though, Branigan wants to stay in help nun in this department.
"Let's put it this way," Healy says.
shape but quit the building process.
Branigan says although the posing "You don't lose 15 or 20 pounds not to
"I'm graduating (in May), and is "the fun part" he thinks the worst Xyou'U do well."
want to be able to go out and get a job. of it will be getting up in front of the
despite the self-diadpune, the
People still associate (body building) audience for the first time.
men are quick to dismiss assertions
with being dumb."
that they are being martyrs.
Chris Green, also a senior sports
"ITS GOING to be kind of embar"That's stupid, " Branigan says,
studies management major, says be rassing going out there in those little "We wouldn't do it if we didn't enjoy
wants to use the experience for future hunks in front of 300 people. Some lt"
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Constituents snubbed
by Congressman Latta
r\n Monday and Tuesday supporters of the Nuclear
V-fFreeze from every state in the Union gathered in
Washington. They were there to talk to their representatives about the Nuclear Freeze resolution on which the
house is expected to vote next week.
All of those who gathered shared the belief that
stopping the Nuclear Arms Race is the most important
issue facing the world today. They all knew that nuclear
war is not survivable and were seeking to eliminate the
threat of armaggedon.
Fourteen of those gathered were from Ohio Congressional Distict 5, of which Bowling Green is a part.
Together they visited the office of Congressman Delbert
Latta who has represented District 5 for 28 years. They
sought to talk with the congressman about his opposition to the Freeze resolution, to listen to his reasoning
and to present valid arguments in defense of the Freeze.
They were met by a condescending politician who has
grown so comforatable in his office that he no longer
cares about the concerns of his constituents.
The first sign of Latta's attitude toward the delegation
came when he was presented with a packet containing
proxy forms from citizens who were not able to make
the trip but wanted the congressman to know the
delegation was representing their views. Latta never
even glanced at the proxies, instead concerned himself
with making sure the presentation was properly recorded on film. He suggested the best angle for a shot in
his office and made sure anyone who wanted a picture
with his congressman was obliged.
After the photo session, he sat behind his desk and
proceeded to treat his constituents in the most condescending manner possible. He repeatedly told the delegation that they were not priwy to the same
information he was and that they could not possibly
make a rational decision on the nuclear freeze issue.
He insisted that the Soviet Union is way ahead of the
United States in the nuclear arms race. The delegation
could not possibly understand this, he said, because of
their limited access to information. However, the delegation felt the congressional testimony of CIA director
William Colby and Defense Secretary Casper Wienberger contradicted his assertions. Both of these men
said they would never trade our nuclear arsenal for its
Soviet' counterpart.
We doubt Latta would ever want such a trade either.
He is like the child who screams because his sister has a
bigger piece of cake, yet throws a tantrum when the
pieces are switched.
Latta is like a child in other ways also. He is like the
child who firmly clamps his hands over his ears when
someone says something he does not agree with. During
his meeting with the freeze delegation he became upset
that they wanted to discuss the issue and finally asked
one member, "did you come here to teach me or to
listen to my views."
We feel Congressman Latta has been in Washington
so long that he has forgotten why he is there. Perhaps he
needs to be reminded he is in office by the sufferance of
his constituents and representation of these continents
is his sole duty. Individuals do not go to the trouble of
traveling to Washington so that they may hear the views
of their representatives. They go there to tell the
representatives how they feel.
Congressman Latta's attitude toward his constituents
was shocking and offensive. He was obviously ignorant
in the area of strategic arms control. He had no desire to
learn about the issue, and adhered strictly to the
Republican party line as dictated by the puppeteers in
the White House.
When a representative begins to dance to the strings
of a puppeteer other than his constituents it is time to
get a new puppet. We will do everything in our power to
insure this is exactly what happens during the next
elections.
THE BO NEWS
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Dioxin clean-up ignores 'Nam
Why Times Beach and not Vietnam? When a veteran asked why the
government bought out a town in
Missouri that was exposed to dioxin

COMMENTARY
by Mike Felnsllber
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but wont compensate veterans exposed to the same substance in Vietnam, Air Force Major Ahrin Young
was ready.
He flashed onto a screen a slide
showing an orange and an apple.
His point was that the degree of
exposure was so much greater in
Times Beach, Mo., than in Vietnam
that comparing the two situations was
like comparing, well, apples and
oranges.
For years, the Veterans Administration has dismissed veterans'
claims that dioxin in the herbicides
sprayed in Vietnam damaged their
health. So the VA was put on the spot
when another agency of government
moved so fast after dioxin was found
in Times Beach, population 2,400.
Young, an environmental specialist
on loan to the VA, has collected a pile
of data intended to prove that herbicides sprayed in Vietnam were not the
culprit, but his data hasn't persuaded
the veterans.
The issue won't go away. Other
veterans keep asking the question
that Hugh Walkup of Seattle raised at
a meeting of the VA's Advisory Committee on Herbicides: Why Times
Beach and not Vietnam?
The Centers for Disease Control
decided that one part per billion of
dioxin was enough to be a health risk.
The concentration of dioxin in Vietnam was much heavier. The VA says
it was an average of two parts per
million in Agent Orange - the herbicide sprayed on Jungle growth in
Vietnam. Between 1965 and 1971, 11
million gallons of Agent Orange were
sprayed in Vietnam.
Nonetheless, Young argues that
Vietnam veterans are at less risk than
the people of Times Beach. And he
says he doubts that either group is at
much risk at all.
Young says the Missouri residents
were exposed far longer to far heavier
concentrations of dioxin "and hence
the possibility of getting a dose in the
body that could have an adverse effect is greater in Times Beach than in
Vietnam - far greater."
Not everyone agrees. Rep. Thomas

Daschle, D-S.D., told the House of
Representatives recently: "If this
government is willing to accept responsibility for Times Beach, it has
even more of a responsibility to provide compensatory relief to Individuals it was directly responsible for
exposing to the very same chemical in
Vietnam."
He has authored a bill, introduced
Tuesday in tiie House, to compensate
veterans for disabilities resulting
from some diseases associated with
dioxin.
Since the war's end, more than 100,000 veterans have taken a special VA
medical examination out of suspicion
that Agent Orange exposure has affected their health. And 16,564 veterans, many of them suffering from
diseases they cannot otherwise explain, have filed for disability compensation.
The VA has rejected the claims,
explaining that no link has been established between the herbicide and any
disease veterans are suffering.
Dioxin is an impurity in Agent
Orange which is a mixture of the
herbicides 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T.
Young puts the difference between
Times Beach and Vietnam this way:
He calculates that maybe 300 pounds

of dioxin were put down over perhaps substance after it had seeped into the
5,000 acres in Missouri while 366 ground.
pounds of dioxin were sprayed over
-Dioxin is biodegradable - neutralized by sunlight Young estimates
three million acres of Vietnam.
The ma tor makes five distinctions that 96 percent of the dioxin sprayed
between Missouri and Vietnam:
in Vietnam Modegraded. But in Mis-In Vietnam, he says, herbicides souri, be says, the dioxin seeped into
contained an average of two parts of the ground, with less exposure to sun.
dioxin per million while the worst
Lewis MUford, a lawyer with the
sample of soil in Missouri contained Vietnam Veterans Law Center at
340 parts per million.
American University, disputes
-Soil taken from sprayed areas in Young's calculations.
Missouri would contain 20,000 times
"EPA presumably thought that dimore dioxin than the same amount of oxin levels at Times Beach were a
soil dug up in Vietnam.
danger to human health," Mllford
-Most GIs spent only a year in says. "The dioxin levels there were at
Vietnam. People who have lived in least one part per billion; in Vietnam,
Times Beach since the spraying oc- veterans were exposed to Agent
curred have had 11 years of exposure. Orange with concentrations of be-In Missouri, dioxuvcontaminated tween one and 20 parts per million.
"The VA continues to ignore relewaste oil was sprayed on roads to
control dust. In Vietnam, herbicides vant evidence but never explains how
containing dioxin were sprayed much evidence would be enough to
mostly on heavily canopied forests award compensation to Vietnam vetwith 94 percent of the herbicide, by erans who have been exposed to
Young's estimate, intercepted before Agent Orange and whose health probit reached the ground. Some service- lems are related to exposure,' he
men involved in the spraying pro- said. "This is no more than a position
gram became saturated with the taken for political rather than scienherbicides; some ground troops were tific reasons."
also sprayed, accidentally; but most
Mike Feinsilber Is a columnist for
who came into contact with dioxin,
Young says, were exposed to the tlie Associated Press.

FDR could teach Reagan a thing or two
On March 4,1933, Franklin Roosevelt was sworn in as president, delivered his great First Inaugural and
launched the Hundred Days. Fifty

COMMENTARY
by Max Lerner
years later we have the chance to ask
what we can learn from his crises
which will help us in ours today.
American readers are lucky to have
a new single-volume life, "FDR: An
Intimate History," by Nathan Miller
(Doubleday) which is up to date,
compact, rich in colorful detail, fair in
Judgment. It leaves no doubt about
FDR's complexity as a man and
greatness as a president. And it
evokes some reflections on the
shadow FDR cast
-A paradigm president Roosevelt
has emerged, at the hands of all his
biographers - Friedel, Schlesinger,
Burnes, Tugwell, Alsop, Miller - as a

LETTERS

paradigm president whom we use as a
touchstone for all the others. The fact
that he had to cope with a Great
Depression and a two-front world war
makes this model role an inevitable
one.
-His testings and maturing. Roosevelt's crucial testing came with his
polio experience, when he learned
how to deal with his own fear and
anguish, and achieved the mature
self-confident experimentalism that
made him a great leader for a nation
caught in fear and anguish. Miller
believes FDR could have become the
president he was, even without this
experience. I doubt it.
-The Roosevelt mix. It has often
been noted that FDR combined Machiavelli's classic elements of the lion
and the fox. But there was another
Roosevelt mix - that of hard-headedness and concern. He had little tender-mindedness in him, and knew
about the realities of power. But he
also cared about the blasted lives of
people who were hit by Joblessness,
foreclosures and bankruptcies, and

needed the intervention of government to help them restructure their
lives. A Ronald Reagan who often
quotes FDR will ignore this caring
Roosevelt at his peril.
- Dealing with isolationism. FDR's
foreign policy during his first two
terms lacked courage and was pretty
dreary. He was over-scared of the
isolationist feeling among Americans,
but in fact, he shared some of it. After
calling for a "quarantine" of the
fascist dictators in his 1937 Chicago
speech he pulled back timidly although the response was pretty favorable. He told friends he had to
"educate American opinion" but the
fact is that the cruel march of events
finally had to educate FDR himself.
He grossly underestimated Hitler's
ruthlessness. When Chamberlain
went to Munich, FDR sent him a
heartening message, "Good man."
He later said he was "not a bit unset"
about Munich's results. All in all, the
gulf between FDR's perception of
appeasement and Churchill's was
shocking. He eventually caught up

with Hitler's true design and as a war
leader he proved magnificent
-The last decisions. FDR had to run
for a third term in 1(40 and was in fact
indispensable. But by 1944 he was too
sick and exhausted to function well.
His last decsions were blunders.
That goes for the failure to save
Jews from the death camps or open
the doors to refugees. It goes also for
the military and political decisions
that in effect handed Eastern Europe
over to the Soviets. He underestimated Stalin as he had underestimated Hitler.
-Thepostwar paradox. FDR let his
hopes for peace run away with his
realism. Bent on a partnership with
the Russians in the UN he made
reckless concessions to them before
the war was over and thus crippled
the postwar world in the very act of
invoking it. That was his fateful postwar paradox.
Max Lemer is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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Balanced presentation
must begin at home
EDITOR'S NOTE: This letter was
originally printed yesterday. However, the italicized portion of the
letter was accidentally omitted. As
this omition altered the nature of the
letter considerably, we are reprinting
the letter. We apologize for the error.

the Israeli government." I am reassured by the presence of enough courSe and moral responsibility within
> Israeli populace to at least call for
an investigation.
As for the investigation, Ariel Sharon was not the only victim Several
other high-ranking Israeli army officers were dismissed as a result of tly>
commission's findings. Further,
while I find Menachem Begin a very
dangerous individual, both for Israel
and the cause of peace in the Middle
East, he did allow the publication of a
report that found him personally "irresponsible." While some may argue
that the report was a "cover-up" and
while I personally would have liked to
have seen Begin's resignation, the
report does not appear to be the work
of a government dedicated to the

In response to Professor Charles
Chittk's letter of March 3,1 must say
that I am in complete agreement with
his call for a "more balanced presentation" with regard to Israel and the
Palestinians. Nevertheless, I find his
views and manner of expression disturbing and ultimately counterproductive to the very cause be Jasper
advances.
PUBLIC TVS FESTMU- 'tl
Like Professor Chittle, I am bothCOMTlNueS DURING THIS
ered by Israel. Palestinian policies.
BREAK, WITH SOME MOPE
But, lam alao bothered by the bomSUGGESTIONS ON HOW
bardment of Israeli settlements in the
YOU CAN CONTRIBUTE
Northern Galilee. Also, I am deeply
TO THIS STATION...
disturbed by the events in the Sabra
and ShatUya refugee camps. Bat I
am equally disturbed that while the
Israeli leadership is being con-,
damned, the actual perpetrators of
the massacres, Christian Phalangists, still roam freely about the Lebanese countryside. And, while I am
disappointed that Ariel Sharon is allowed to remain In the Israeli cabinet
and therefore "an integral member of

eradication of the Palestinian people.
As such, the comparison of Ariel
Sharon to the Bucber of Lyons is
inappropriate and in no way representative of "a more balanced presentation."
Further, "Butcher of Beirut" "horrendous crimes against humanity,"
and "recent and current atrocities"
are not exactly exemplary of the tone
and language inherent to any balanced viewpoint While the events in
Lebanon can never be excused nor
explained away by any report, one
must be careful not to compound a
situation, already fraught with emotionalism, with the harshness of personal indignation. Such judgment
only leads to the hardening of opposing positions which in no way benefits
either side in this issue.

Lastly, I defend the positions of
Richie Alien and Daniel Ayalon, and
the BG News' right and responsibility
to report those positions. Those viewpoints represent student opinion, not
propaganda. And as such, those opinions must be reported to attain the
balance Professor Chittle finds lacking. Personally, I found the articles
"harmless" human interest stories.
I am neither pro-Zionist nor proPalestinian, though I have suffered
both labels. Rather, like Professor
Chittle, I am a proponent of balanced
presentations. Bat, I also believe that
balance begins with one's own viewpoint.
■ob Rook
Dopt. of History

by Bates and Moore
FOR EXAMPLE, IF TOO KNOW
SOMEONE WHO'S JUST WAD
A BAB/, WHY NOT PUED3E
IN THE HEWBORN'S NAME?

A-V

OR.HOU MAY NOT KNOW
ITHAT IOU CAN INCLUDE A
PLEDGE. IN VOUR WILLS
HOWB/ER \t>U DO IT,
PLEASE CONTRIBUTE!

\

I THINK I
LIKED THE
QUIET-CAM-

SOUNDS UKE
TmSONEGCTS
VOUCOMNG

PAIGN BETTER.
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Sound & Vision

'War' on target; 'Guts of Love', other LPs notable
hy Fata Millet

U2- War (Island)
Just two years ago U2's
brilliant debut album, Boy,
provocatively captured the
ipirit and emotions of postadolescence. The LP's musical deftness, originality
and sense of urgency distinguished it as among the
best of 1981, and branded
112 as a rock band with a
bright future. At that time
youth was a natural state
of mind to draw from as
the quartet's oldest member was only 20.
It's quite an undertaking
now in which U2 devotes
the entirety of their third
album to the weighty topic
of war-political, social and
emotional conflict. But as
natives of Dublin, Ireland
(where they live and record), their proximity to
constant bloodshed just to
the north lends credibility
to their tackling of the subject to begin with.
More importantly, their
keen insight and ability to
express a spectrum of conflict-related emotions, lyri-

cally and musically,
reflect understanding well
beyond their years. War is
no mere collection of observations about international politics or
revolutionary diatribe,
though, surpassing today's
level of fashionable combat rock. Rather, it's an
optimistic look at the human spirit - in resisting,
accomodating and ' overcoming the perils of social
and psychological strife.
V2 s lyrical vision and
content places tremendous
demands on the band musically, and indeed War is
their most sonically adventurous to date. Lead vocalist Bono Hewson's voice
continues to be the band's
signature, and his versatility and passionate conviction make quick and
lasting bonds with the listener.
Their other primary
weapon continues to be
"The Edge" Evans, the
most potent rock guitarist
to emerge since Edward
Van Halen. But whereas
The Edge's striking riffs
and lead lines fueled and

shaped many tracks on the
band's first two LPs, War
finds him more subtly
dominating, adding some
haunting piano to "New
Year's Day," and melancholic acoustic guitar on
several songs, most notably the stirring ballad,
"Drowning Man.''. The
Edge wields sustained single notes in places which
act as sirens and screams.
An electric violin player
provides similar wails on
''Sunday Bloody Sunday."
Ironically, War is more
tense than their previous
efforts, without being as
loud or fast The unrestrained fury of October's
"Rejoice" Is unmatched
here, yet It is felt rather
than heard directly. Larry
Mullin's drumming plays a
major role, structuring upbeat marches as well as
tom-tom laden processions. Bassist Adam
Clayton adds cohesion to
the complexity of instrumental interaction
throughout.
Producer Steve Lilliwhite is again at the helm
here, employing a more

basic sound than the cinematic approach heard on
their previous records (especially October), an appropriate approach for this
record.
My only disappointment
with War is its lack of a
knockout punch - one song,
without straying from the
LP's theme, which would
expose U2 to a larger audience (imagine Tommy
without "Pinball Wizard"). Where Boy featured
"I Will Follow" and October offered the celebratory
"Gloria," War's strongest
radio rocker, "New Year's
Day," is too complex,
moody and drawn out to
become a national hit.
It's possible I'll be proven wrong on that point.
Either way, U2 is emerging as one of the most
important bands of the
'80s, not needing to make
any concessions to popular
taste.
GARLAND JEFFREYS Guts For Love (Epic)
Guts For Love finds Gar-

■ CARL NORMAN_CARL NOHMAN...CARL NORMAN...CARL NORMAN^

116" PIZZA w/l item & coupon I
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land Jeffreys rejecting the
rock-oriented pretensions
of his last studio LP, Escape Artist, a near commercial breakthrough, and
honing in on more natural
musical turf.
Jeffreys, a long time
critic's favorite, has generated more widespread popularity in Europe than In
the New York native's
homeland. It's ironic that
the highlights of Guts For
Love, ballads and ramaa,
will likely prevent his underappreciated domestic
status from improving significantly.
There are a few uptempo
tracks here ("Real Man,"
"Shout"), but the heartfelt
sincerity of "Surrender,"
"Rebel Love" and the
beautiful title track (even
Lionel Richie could take
lessons from this one) are
much more poignant and
endearing. His political
conscience is well-displayed on the latin-tinged
lament, "El Salvador." A
fine cover of the R4B classic, "What Does It Take
(To Win Your Love)" is
also another standout. Jef-

CARL NORMAN...CARL NORMAN.. CARL NORMAN...CARL NOMMNf*

THOMPSON TWINS - Side
Kick! (Arista)
HEAVEN 17 (Arista)
From the scores of beatobsessed pop groups that
have emerged from Great
Britain in the last two
Sears it seems as if Her
tajesty's stages have
been converted into dance
floors.
Both the Thompson
Twins and Heaven 17 have
been at the stylistic and
commercial vanguard of
dance music in England
since 1981, though Side
Kicks and Heaven 17 mark
their first full length discs
released in America. Both
bands demonstrate a flair
for evocative musical explorations and varied
rhythms. This serves to
prevent their dependence
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GOOD LUCK
! 16" PIZZA w/l item & coupon! \AT NATIONALS! LOVE,
I'LL MISS YOU
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freys' voice has never
sounded better, and accompaniment by some of
New York's best (David
Sanborn, G.E. Smith, Tony
Levin. Larry Fast) give
flexible support to the
range of musical styles
here.
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on synthesizers from becoming overly unwieldy,
and to help transcend the
music's appeal from the
confines of clubs to home
turntables.
The trio of Thompson
Twins, remnants of an earlier incarnation of the band
(none of whom are named
Thompson), provide more
than enough character and
musicality to augment
their hypnotic pusles - it's
a righteous mix of hightech ambience and human
distinction. Torn Bailey's
expressive voice and the
Thompsons' memorable
songs are the band's
strongest assets. The results are immediate and
rewarding as the LP's first
three tracks, "Love On
Your Side," "Tears" and
"Lies" continue in the vein
of their successful R&Btinged single, "In The
Name Of Love."
The nucleus of Bailey,
Alannah Currie and Joe
Leeway play a variety of
synthesizers and percussion, yet at no point does
Side Kicks sound overly
mechanized, partly due to

non-electronic percussion Currie's xylophone and
Leeway's congas. This is a
Sto the mura-dimensiofeeling of the LP.
Heaven 17 is a splinter
group from the original
Human League, and musical similarities remain.
This domestic debut is
composed mostly of songs
from their British LP,
Penthouse And Pavement,
«lus two new tracks, "Who
Nil Stop The Rain" and
"Let Me Go."
Heaven 17's forte is their
combination of catchy
songs with a fluid beat, as
exemplified by "(We Don't
Need This) Fascist Groove
Thing." A potpourri of vocal and musical embellishments, including brass,
guitars and guitar synthesizers, help keep things
interesting.
But Heaven 17's trump
card is undoubtedly the
synthesizer versatility and
expertise of ex-Leaguers
Ian Craig Marsh and Martyn Ware, who fabricate
hypnotic rhythms, sailing
melodies, and odd sounds
here and there.

PAINTER PANTS
NOW $9.95
REG. $16.50
JEANS N' THINGS
531 RIDGE ST.
■■■■■■COUPON BMM

Live Entertainment at El Dorado..

Let Us Pay Your Utilities

"Sir Real"

Call for our complete
listing of efficiencies

Thursday. SATURDAY
10-2

(from $ 145/mo nth) or 1 bedroom
apartments (from $200/month) u
I-—-'—*

Buy any sub at regular price and get an identical
sub for half price.
COOP SUNDAY TNIU THOtSOSY

NO COVER

«■*»>■

€1 Dorado

CALL 352-0717

V2 Price
SUB

MEXICAN FOOD t DRINK
1095 N. Main
Ph. 354-3531

OMN 4 p.m.

Pisctfello* *

SOO-^

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main

Free Delivery

On* Coupon Pi OfdVr

Expires 3/24/83
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BOARD OF BLACK CULTURAL
ACTIVITES
it*

The Best Build on campus
Can Be Seen at

THURSDAY NIGHT
MARGARITA
AID

The 1st Annual

^^ "An After Five Affair"

Featuring Lyffe and Audio out of Dayton
Time: 8:00p.m.
Admission: $1.50
Piece: Grand Ballroom - University Union
Date: March 18
Cash Bar - I.D. Required
Dance following the concert

MR. BGSU
PHYSIQUE CONTES
MARCH 12
Prejudging at 4:30 p.m.
Finals 8:00 p.m.
Admission

81.00 for prejudging
• 1.50 for finals, or
82.00 for both

ALL

TACO NIGHT
m mos YOU CAN EAT
FOR S4.25

SUNDANCE
352-1092

110 \. Main

$•********** *r*************************lHr**'***** *

F
Distinguished Service Nominees
The Distinguished Service Award committee seeks
self nominations and faculty/administrative staff nominations of seniors who have given distinguished service
to Bowling Green State University.
To be eligible to receive consideration for a Distinguished Service Award, a senior must be of high
character and must have demonstrated outstanding
service contributions to BGSU through one or more
areas of University Service.
Seniors graduating in the 1982-83 academic year who
would liketo be considered for a Distinguished Service,
and those faculty/staff who would like to submit
nominations, may receive an application form at 305
Student Services Building or by calling 372-2147. THE
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS
IS 5 p.m., WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 1983.
ii,MimmimmMMimmiMeWieimkmmmM
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Guess Who's Coming
To Campus?

YOUR FALCONS!

The folks from
Walt Disney World.
Sign up for April 29th interviews for Summer
and Fall positions with Walt Disney in
Cooperative Education Office.
Located in Room 222 Administration Bldg.
2-2451
MAJORS: Public Relations, Recreation, Business Administration,
Restaurant Management, and Liberal Arts:

BG vs. Ball State
TONIGHT 8p.m.
Wear Orange & BE THERE!

mmm
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Races try to impi

Director says greek system needs integration
by June Remley
staff reporter

More integration is
needed within toe greek
system, according to Terry
ApoUonia, assistant director of greek life.
"To say that our method
of integration is to abolish
the buck greek system
and have them Join a white
greek system is a mistake," ApoUonia said.

"That's going on the premise that white and Mack
systems exist as two separate systems for the purpose of segregation and
that's not true at all."
The black greek system
emphasises cultural
awareness and community
service. By joining a traditionally white fraternity or
sorority, black or Latino
individuals may fear losing their cultural identi-

tles, according to
ApoUonia.
"Black fraternities originaUy were founded to up
the race," James Williamson, Black Greek Council
adviser, said.
In a predominantly
white community such as
Bowling Green, black culture Is seldom found. The
black greek system fills
this need, according to Williamson.

BLACK STUDENT UNION

ELECTIONS

rr»««iy the black greek
black and whtte greek sys- council would come and
tems wffl improve as each hear what was said. Now
learns men about the they're giving input,"
other, actanMug to Bob
IFC, the PanbeUenic
ocowrones, prNtaem of
Coundl and the Buck
taterfraternehr CoancU.
THE PftOSLEIf with Greek Council are planevery organisation_U lack ning programs for bom
of coovoksVycBtion, Scow- whiteandoiackgreek sysronek MkL "Their stu- tems. An "Ebony and
dents are getting a lot Ivory" talent snow was
more InvoiTwl m OUT COW" successful on other campuses, according to Beth
cfl."
The Interfraternity Burand, president of PanCouncil recently has beUenic Council.
ALTHOUGH greek orgaelected a representative to
the buck greek coundl, nisations are working to
Nevtn Kaarier, 1FC grad- bridge gaps between the
two systems, little can be
uate adviser, said.
"Before, at our council done to erase individual

•Cose to campus, banks and fast food
Dependable maintenance
ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for

SAVE UP TO

$

Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
Behind Wendy's

NOTHING TO WEAR7I

2.00

PRESENT THIS COUPON
FOR 50'OFF

ANY DEXTER'S SUB

"Well Save
You Money"

Go Shopping for Spring Break with

"I DON'T know of that
being the case here, but it
has happened on other
campuses," ApoUonia
said.
Racism is a difficult issue to discuss, according to
ApoUonia.
"I know, in my house,
it's hard to get some of the
guys to seriously discuss
the matter in a very intellectual or analytical way,"
he said. "There are those
stupid little racial Jokes,
which I don't believe
they've actually incorporated into their thinking
processes. I think they
really do believe that integrating with blacks is not
something they have to
deal with. It's not something they've had to deal
with in their first 18 years.

DEXTER'S

OFFICE HOURS
MON-FRI9-5
SAT 9-12

BSU Striving For U
I

Bob (Skowronek) and I
would be really concerned
about We'd go to their
houae and talk to them
about it," she said.
Further action is not
within the Jurisdiction of
greek organisations,
according to Skowronek.
"It's very touchy.
They're an organisation In
themselves. You can't
reaUy go in as a eoverning
body and my 'Hey, you

Now Leasing

Student Development
Ethnic Studies
The Obsidian
Black Student Union Office

Deadline: March 14 -

have to take these people,'"
Skowronek said.
"There is a lot of discrimination on this campus," Burand said. "If we
aU get to know each other,
they cant do that. It's
really hard to ridicule
someone you're friends
with,"
Racial bias does exist
»rrnmg freshman entering
the college environment,
according to ApoUonia.
Students who come from
predominantly white or
black environments may
gravitate toward the group
with which they are most
comfortable. Peer pressure or pressure from student leaders may influence
individuals to avoid predominantly white or black
fraternities.

University Courts

•President
•Vice President of Operations
•Vice President of Business
• Ombudsperson
•Executive Secretary
Applications Available:

prejudices. If members of
a fraternity or sorority
chapter deckled to exclude
people of a certain race,
Etfeaction could be taken,
according to Burand.

(COUPON GOOD FOR DISCOUNTS ON UP TO
4 SANDWICHES SO'OFF EACH)

EAT-IN OR CARRY-OUT ONLY

352-9814

352-4497

at FAIRLANE MALL
Sat. March 12,1983
Leave 9am from Union Oval
$5.00
Deadline for sign up March 10 [TODAY)

BEST DEAL IN TOWN
B25 THIRD: ONE BEDROOMS FROM
$280 PER MONTH.

W1 EICJHTH AI«J 7S5 MANVILIE:

TWO ■ BEDROOMS FROM $230 PER
MONTH.

8th ANNUAL

.

NEW CARPET AND NEW FURNITURE
IS YOUR OPTION.

BLACK SWAMP
FOLK FESTIVAL

GIVE US A CALL OR STOP BY OUR
MODEL AT 755 MANVILLE ANYTIME
BETWEEN 11:00 AND 7:00 ON
WEEKDAYS. SATURDAYS 10:00 TO
5:00.

Nominal! Real Kslatt'fompam

&^$ft£'

lilttlhl .KM.I A M\N\U MI.NI

_8th ANNUAL BLACK SWAMP FOLK FESTIVAL.
Sponsored by The Graduate Student Senate
Bowling Green State University
March 11-12. 1983
-Friday, starch 11. 1983.
1 00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
WORKSHOPS

2:00 p.m. lo 3:30 p.m.
SYMPOSIUM
8:00 p.m. lo 11:00 p.m.
EVENING CONCERT

-Saturday, March 12. 1963.
2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
AFTERNOON CONCERT
WORKSHOPS

7:00 p.m. to 0:00 p.m.
EVENING CONCERT
9:00 p.m. to I 1:00 p.m.
EVENING CONCERT

Folk Musical Styles"
"String Band Jazz"
"Swing and Ragtime"
Harmonica"
•by members of the Hotfoot Quintet
and Saul Broudy
•in the Perry Crogan Room University
Union
"The Urban Hillbilly Today"
•In the Tan Room University Union
"The Hotfoot Quintet"
•In St. Thomas Mote Gym
•refreshments will be sold

"The Dixie Darlings"
Women's Musk"
"Fiddle and Banjo PlaylngSquare Dancing"
"Clogging"
•by member* of the Dixie Darlings
and Esther Smith
•In St. Thomas More Gym
Saul Broudy and Friends"

"The Hotmud Family"
•both evening concerts m St. Thomss
More Gym
•refreshments will be sold
All Festival events ant free and open to the public.

354-3951

NOW LEASING FOR FALL

Preferred Properties Co.

B35 Hlah St. ■ Rental Offlca Phone 352-9378
"
teosfetf «t Ww Omrywood H—lth Sps

THE EARLY

Apartment Complexes
MO • 430 Monday - Friday
Haven Heuse- "535/mo.
Piedmont-fltri & High St.- '375/mo.
Birehwood Ploce-650 Sixth St.- '400/mo
Meodowlark-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo.
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo.
Smoll Bldqs.-Monville between 6th & 7lh St.- '350/010.
HOUSES
Features:
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished
Qes heat ■ gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
IVkbeth
1 btdroofli - ceVpotod end fusTsiehed
Cettevtston svseabte
Gee Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal • Landlord Pays

PREPARE

GMATMCATLSAT
SAT - DAT • GRE • CPA

ffi

Join our "Early Bird" and
Summer Classen In Preparation
tor Your Fall 1982 Exams

MEADOW VIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1196
1 Bedroom Furnished
(270/mo
1 Bedroom Unfurnished
f 250/mo
2 Bedroom Furnished
$285/mo
tenant peys electric
2 Bedroom Unfurnished

$285/mo

Effldercy-Fumlshed
S225/mo
Unfurnished $200/mo

MutaWeepaid

■AMI IF.
atMlacHMa
•H,a>. laa WtnHsssI
Ih.

*"*K

SKCIAI EXTRAS AT CHHtaYWOOO SPA
•rrafnrtMwtty evaMM hwtracton a*4 IMH
•Oatolaa ncraenan
Other Rentals
•Unnea/medi ear
Furntaheel a Unfurnished

run

I

a Permanent Center! open day*, evenings and
weekend*,
a Low hourly coet. Dedicated lull-time iteft.
a Complete TE8T-N-TAPE« tacllltiee tor
review ot class lessons and supplementary
materials,
a Small classes taught by skilled Instructors,
a Opportunity to make up missed lessons,
a voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert In their Held,
a Opportunity to transfer to and continue
study at any of our over 10S centers.

I

-H.

Call Dm l»w 1 ailM

536-3701
3550 Secor Rd

■muuns iMM in

Suite 201

Toledo, Ohio

■max >T mn uu rau ran aetniiti
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5,000 jobhunters
swarm Fremont
FREMONT (AP) - Between 5,000 and 6,000 Jobseekers poured into the
Sandusky County
Fairgrounds yesterday to
apply for 200 jobs to be
fffled this month by Whirlpool Corp.
Sandusky County sheriff's deputies said the applicants, most of whom are
unemployed, began coming to the fairgrounds
Tuesday night.
Hundreds camped overnight. They rested in sleeping bags and warmed
themselves against nearfreezing temperatures
with fires set with wood
stripped from buildings on
the grounds.
Deputies said they were
called at 5 a.m. to handle
traffic at the fairgrounds.
Authorities turned away
an estimated 2,000 people
wanting Jobs after it became apparent there
wouldn't be enough to go
around.
However, the company
said it would honor a promise to continue accepting
applications today and tomorrow.
"Frankly, I've never
seen anything like it." Pete
Cantu, manager of the Fremont office of the Ohio
Bureau of Employment
Services, who beaded the
job sign-up, said. "I was
out here at 4 a.m. directing
traffic. We've handled job
applications for Whirlpool
before, but it has never
drawn a crowd as big as
this."

tlxirsday night 7 to lOpm macy's bowling green only!

Authorities said many
people came from out of
state to seek the jobs. They
were from Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky and West
Virginia, with a handful
from Florida and elsewhere in the Midwest Deputies said the travelers
probably were notified of
the openings by relatives
in the area.
The Whirlpool plant,
which is east of Fremont,
in Clyde, is the largest
employer in the area and
has 2,400 workers. The
plant makes automatic
washing machines.
THE TEARS running
down Michael
Collingsworth's cheeks
may have been earned by
the cold or by his circumstances. Collingsworth, 22,
a father of three, says he
bant worked steadily for
about two years.
"Yeah, I've got kids.
And they're hungry,"
Collingsworth, of Sandusky, said. I'm getting welfare, and anybody you run
into who doesn't believe In
it, you send 'em to see me.
I didn't believe in it either,
until it was all I could get
to feed my kids."
Collingsworth, who la
laid off from a Ford Motor
Co. plant in Sandusky, said
be receives $381 in cash
and $245 in food stamps
each month to support bis
children and his wife, Dabra.

Judge dismisses
murder charges
LOS ANGELES (AP)-A Dr. Nejdl took any overt
judge dismissed murder action with regard to the
charges yesterday against patient.. that was, par
The I physicians were
noananment from a ■raindamaged man after he was elated, but called for state
taken off a respirator but pfHcfoif to develop dearer
nwdical guidelines on the
still did not die.
Municipal Court Judge issue. The case was beBrian Crahan said the phy- lieved to be without legal
sicians need not stand trial precedent.
for murder and conspiracy
Nejdl said be was "obto murder because there
was no proof they acted viously delighted at the
negligently or with malice. outcome," but added,
Defense attorneys con- "One thing does concern
tended Drs. Neil Barber me - that physicians in the
and Robert Nejdl had county and California in
acted out of compassion In general may still find
themselves in jeopardy."
a hopeless case.
Defense attorneys noted
"Although the actions the ruling is an uncertain
precedent
because it does
of... Barber and Netdl
may be considered by not prevent similar
some to have been precip- charges in future cases.
Nejdl, 56, a Long Beach
itous, there is no evidence
in the record before this surgeon, and Barber, 4ff. a
court that such precipitous Rancho Palos Verdes inaction was taken in viola- ternist were charged in
tion of standards of medi- the Sept. «, 1981, death of
cal and ethical conduct," Clarence Herbert, SB. A
former nursing supervisor
Crahan said.
"It must be concluded brought the case to authorthat neither Dr. Barber nor ities'attention.

SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS

A special shopping and savings opportunity, Thursday night!
Wei cfose at 5:30 and reopen at 7CO for this sale. Shop until "IO.
ChMM
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All |unlor |eans

All |unlor tops

Junior bottoms

25% off

25% off

20% off

25% off

Selected famous maker Vnoofcs. boatnocks. pullovers In solidt and (tripes,
re* $34-150. sale $10-37.50
CluehewM (0474/47*).

25% off

Save on a variety of fabrics
and colors in dressy and
casual styles. Sizes 3-13,
reg. $24-$7S. 14.S0-54.40
Junior. (0115/215/245).

Includes lee. Chic, Sasson.
Gloria Vanderbilt and more.
Sizes 3-13, reg. $l9-$42.
sele 15.20-33.40
Junior* (0121/234)

Includes sweaters I T-shirts,
polos, novelty styles ond
more. Sizes S.M.L. reg. $9$48.sele4.7S-$34
Junior. (0635/265)

New spring slocks, skirts
ond shorts by Palmetto's and
more. 3-13. reg. $12-$34.
sole $9-25.50
Juniors (0405/220)

All ■wafsaWCwMMwlMlM

All luntor actfveweer

Jr. cooti

aWMCl#fl Wo>itport coordlMtof

25% off

Westport spring sleeks

25% off
College Town, Foy's Closet,
West Coast Connection and

Jackets, vests, slocks,
shorts and T-shirts. Many
styles, sizes S,M,L, reg.
$I5-$58, 11.25-43.50
Junior. (0*38).

20% off

50% off

25% off

collection, many styles
and colors. Sizes 5-13,
reg. $12-$48. sale 9.40-30.40
Coot* (Dl 19).

Blazers, jockets, slacks,
skirts and blouses. Sizes
10-18. orig. $21-$64.
now 10.50532
W..lporl(DI62).

Entire stock in many style
colors and fabrics.
Sizes 8-18. reg. $14-$20,
•ale 10.80418
Westport (D1S4).

Misses denim teems

Misses Westport shirts

Lerge-slze denims

All 14K misses |ewelry

more. Sizes 5-13. reg. $24$65,*.!• $10-40.75
■ (DIM/217)

From our Spring

25% off

25% off

now*.2

25% off

By Fritzi, updated woven
tops, knit tops and sheeting
slacks. Pink, aqua, more,
reg $16 $22. sale $12-14.50
Young Westport (D440).

Young Westport updated
styles In cotton and blends.

50% off

Orig. $16. you save 25% I
Polyester/cotton In solids
and plaids. Sizes 8-18
red, navy, tan, green.
W**tport(DS0).

Entire stock from Sasson,
Gloria Vanderbilt and Cap
Ferrat. Sizes 32-38. reg.
$2S-$42. sele 18.75-31.50
Women'* World (D124).

Pierced earrings, chains,
bracelets and charms In
14K gold, reg. $30 $400,
sale $15-5200

All Clubhouse hosiery

All leotards ond rights

40% off

Novelty styles. 8-16, reg.
$24-$28, sale $10421
Youne Wntpart (D440).

In

AMI

Misses small leathers

All pierced earrings

20% off

50% off

25% off

20% off

Macy's own. Monet, Orion
fashion styles in many
sizes, orig. $4-$15.
•ola $3-11.25
Costume Jewelry (D9). -

Sheer-to-waist, tummy

Leather, fabric, vinyl by
Stone Mountain, and more.
Many colors, reg. $16-$ 110.
sele 12.80-$8S

Unconstructed hip wallets,
coin purses, clutches, billfolds in leather, nylon,
rag. $6$) 5, $3-7.50

Setter Hendboo*(D4#).

Small

LMHW Oofjdj (D98|.

iNr-^
All misses seeks

20% off
Includes knee highs, sport
styles and anklets In solids
end patterns, reg, 2.50$25.seie$2-$M
Legweer(04).

Satin half-slip

m

Basic and fashion styles
including Danskin and more,
reg. 6.95-542, sale4.17-2S.28
r(04).

'""'

Misses tote bogs

Misses rainwear accessories

Denskin Underdresslngs

Entire stock teddies

your choic* *5-'7

20% off

20% off

20% off

Bros and panties for today's
active woman. Several styles
and colors, reg. $5-$14.
sole $4-11.20
Foundation. (0*42).

Maidenform. Flexknlt,
Warner's and more famous
makers. White, black, more.
reg. $15-$24. $12-19.20

orig.$12-$38.aow$S-$7
Handbags (0112).

Umbrellas, expanding bogs
and sets. Waterproof nylon,
reg. $S-$2S. sola 4.20-$20
Rainwear (D40).

All sell bras

Meldeiiferin seamless bras

Kiffe nylon tote bags and
Bass sweatshirt totes.

'

$

sole**

20%-30% off

save 5

Reg. 7.50, you save 20% I
■y Deena, designed with
on elastic waist, feminine
lace trim.

Underwlres. softcups and
more In beige or white.
Reg. $io-$i6, sale$7-12.00
Foundation. (DM).

Padded, contour and strapless styles. Beige or white,
11.50-$l 3, buy two seamless
styles and save $5
Foundation. (DM).

r(OISS).

AHi

control, pant socks in basic
and fashion colors,
reg. 1.25-3.50. sale $1-2.80
ar(D665).

Precious Jewelry (D429).

i Jentsee Is

Misses winter sleepweer

20% off
Additional savings on
already reduced styles.
Gowns, robes, pa|amas and
more, orig. $18-$39.
sale $8-23.20
r(0122/200/237)

Men's rugby shirts

All men's T-shirts

fJoyweor (0600/442).

Misses novelty parities

20% off
Briefs, hipsters and bikinis
in novelty prints, stripes.
Sizes 5.6. 7, reg. 2.75 ea. or
4/$l0. sale 2.20 ee. or 4/SO
Panties (D7).

M4fl % Diit ton-down f hlrt*

20% off

20% off

25% off

sole 16.80

Polyester/cotton tops and
bottoms in block, white,
cream, navy. S.M.L.XL, reg.
$17-$25, sele 13.40-S20

25% off

Includes loungewear and
robes In many fabrication!.
■tyles end colors, reg.
S204M. sele $14-44.40
(044).

Includes Macy's own and
Gant in colorful stripes.
Sizes S.M.L.XL. reg. $18$28, sale 13.50-521
Sportshlrts (D27).

Spring solids and updated
stripes In many color com-

Reg. $21. Arrow Dover solid
dress shirts in white, blue.
ecru. Neck 14'/.-17,
sleeve 32-35.
Dress Shirts (OS).

sVM$j*Pe> ■ •^^••■■••••■i BPBjr*T»

20% off
Plastic and metal sunglasses
plus dress, reversible and
casual baft styles, reg.
S10-$2S, sale $8-20
ACOHMHM(P49).

r(DI01).

Men's slacks, seperetes

All Jockey underwear

Young men's woven shirts

Young men's knit taps

20% off

25% off

Duckcloth, poplin, pinfeather and linen slocks.
Poplin, plnfeother |ackets.
reg. $24-$*}, 19.20-$44
Slocks/Seporot*. (0113/413).

25% off

Basic and fashion styles

25% off

Entire stock in long and
short-sleeve styles. Famous
makers Included, reg.
$10-$28. 7.50-521
Young Men's (D104/IOS).

Selected short-sleeve styles
in solids and stripes. V-neck
or collar placket, reg.
$10-$22,iola $0-17.40
Young Man* (0104/104).

YOUft-f fllOII ■ 104m

Young men's seperatas

Young men'* outerwear

20% off

20% off

20% off

Young men's sleeks

20% ©fT

20% off

100% cotton in young men's
waist 28-36. Straight leg
stykt with the famous Lee
fit, reg. $24, tele 19.20

Entire stock of casual styles
including cotton sheeting,

Young Men's (04*3).

binations. S.M.L.XL. reg.
S10-S15, .ale 7.50-11.25
Sport.hlrts (027).

twills and more, reg.
$22-$30. sale 17.40-$24
Young Men's (DIM).

in white and colors. S.M.L.XL
and 28-44, reg. 4.75-514,
tola 3.57-10.50
Furnishing. (DI OS).

Great Plain Clothing Co.
bootcut and straight lag
stylos in 100% cotton.
28-36, rag. $15, sola $12
Young Mon'i (0403).

By Body Works in linen and
tweed. Slocks and coots,
reg. $28-$B0. tale 22.40-S44
Young Men's (0274).

Entire stock of spring styles.
Includes poplin, chintz and
100% cotton in many colors,
rag. $35 $45, tale $28-534
Young Men's (0103).

Girls' dresses
Girl.' 7-14 Health Tax

Glrlf'7-14Jorda<he

25% off

20% off

Entire stock of 4-20 sport
tops, octlveweor, 4-20 shortsleeve knits end 4-7 denim
leans, reg. $5-$i8, 3.75-IS.50
Soy* (072/74).

20% off

Slocks, shorts, knit tops
ond woven blouses In purple
and turquoise, reg. 5.50$17, *ala 4.40-13.40

100% cotton denim jeont in
basic 5-pocket styling.
Blue, sizes 7-14, reg. $27.
sale 21.68
drt*(M7).

Meal's spring |e*ketf

20% off

Nothing Radiates Love
Like a Diamond

3536691

125 N. Main Si

Cntlre stock of men s
spring outerwear. Many
styles end colors to choose
from. reg. $33 $65. sola

Otn*(D»7).

30% off
Additional savings on
already reduced fall and
winter styles.
Sizes 4-14. orig. $15-559.
Mile0.4O-$20
Girls (01S6)

macys
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'South Pacific
Westgate success

•/% 9

Shop sells 'thrift
byOtertaOoo*
repotfr

L.L. Bean has timeless
and Saks 9th Avenue

C?c

Tlie Volunteers of America Thrift Shop has other
people's clothes, but at
feast the price is right. And
if students naturally gravitate toward the unusual retro Jewelry, large tweed
jackets and two-toned
shoes - then maybe thrift
shops are for them.
"People look at you
funny when you say you
bought something at a
thrift shop, like you're
going around in dirty
clothes," sophomore Jan
McEntee, says. "But you
can find some really good
buys if you have the time to
really took. I bought most
of my summer wardrobe
from thrift shops in Cleveland."
"You sometimes have to
really scrounge around in
there," Joanne Paganini, a
r finance and interna-

tional business major,
says. "Some of the flowered polyester stuff is almost obscene, bat I've
gotten several blaxers,
some sun dresses and a
pair of boots from thrift
shops that are all realty
nice, and they coat almost
nothing.
VOLUNTEERS OF
America, located at 1063 N.
Main St. aciro from Kroner's, has the usual variety
of slapdash selections that
can make thrift shopping
an adventure.
•We have everything for
your household - toasters,
bedding, clothes, shoes,
glassware, desks... at the
start of the school season
we can't have enough
couches and dinette sets
for college students moving in," Betty Carter, manager of Volunteers of
America, says.
Couches can range anywhere from $15 to $80.
Chairs cost $10 to $26 and
dinette sets are $1S to $80.
"We also sell refrigera-

tors and ranges, but people
snap those op right away."
Carter says. "We usually
have almost everything
Jmagraahh here at one
tans or another."
She says the thrift shop
sets new shipments on
Mondays. Wednesdays and
Fridays, and that Saturdays are especially profitable days for the price-

Pass out the leis and don
the sailor caps. "South Pacific," the brilliant musical creation born to
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein 34 years
ago, has blown into Toledo's Westgate Dinner
Theatre like a warm tropical breeze.
The dazzle and excitement that won "South Pacific" Pulitzer Prizes for
fiction in 1948 and drama in
I960 and brought fame to
Rodgers and Hammerstein
as a team has been well
preserved on the Westgate
stage.

•Saturday is baa day.
For $4 you can fill a Mg up
with anything you want out
of the front room," Carter
THE FRONT room holds
stacks of clothes, glassware, books, records and
assorted appliances.
"If there's an excess of
coats in the back room, I
add those, too," she says.
Even without bag day,
the coats are a bit of a
steal. Usually priced at
tit, costs in good condition
made of wool, tweed and
leather can be found
among the other less desirable garments.

BO News photo/Tim Tobln
May Lahanos (left), Junior computer science major, and Stephanie DIMkhele.
junior visual communications technology major, shop for clothing at the Volunteers
of America Thrift Mart located at 1053 N. Main St.

MYLES* PIZZA PUB
fc
-•

Alec Murphy's portrayal
of Luther Mis, s workdodging but good hearted
Navyman, provided a
month's supply of laughter
for the elbow-to-elbow
theatre crowd as he entered the stage wearing a
blonde wig, grass skirt and
coconuts straped to bis
chest. Murphy's rendition
of "Honey Bun," performed with Nellie Forbush, left his captivated
audience in a community
laughing fit that consisted
of no less than uncontrollable giggles, tears and some
occasional hand slapping.
Astrig Turelian's Bloody
Mary, a crude Polynesian
woman looking for a husband for her daughter, also
attacked the audience's
funny bones each time she
repeated her favorite line,
learned from the sailors,
"stingy bastard."
Emile de Becque's children, Jerome and Ngana,
played on this particular
night by Manish Shah and
Aswini Rode, as well as the
rest of the cast are to be
commended for their excellent, entertaining contributions.

by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

(1) FREE 7-Up with any
Large Sub

The wit-and-charmlaced romance of Emile de
Becque, a wealthy Frenchman residing on a tropical
island, and Nellie Forbush,
a giddy American Navy
nurse stationed on the island, is the play's focalpoint Jim Stream and Susan McDonnell give life to
Emile and Nellie with their
, convincing singvoices and well-tuned
acting abilities.

"REASONABLE RATES..."
THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS
in conjunction with

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
• Reasonable toes SERVICES
• Professional Quality on the Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green.
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall
^!-!■^^^^?■l-!■^^f■^^!■!-^!-?-!-^!-l-i:^M■!-!.l■^i.i.!.!■!.:■!.;.:.f■;.|■■■^!■!■■■!;^
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. Priced - Thur - Fri - Saturday
Asst. Stripes

Polo or boatneck
styles • in asst.

stripes - S.M.L.
Reg. $13.00 - $16.00

$9.99 $11.99
THE POWDER
PUFF
525 Ridge St.
WPBRT
B.G.S.U. TRACK ft FIELD

r

BUY A DOMINO'S PIZZA AND
HELP SEND YOUR TEAM TO DOMINO'S
PIZZA ATLANTIC COAST RELAYS AT
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
IN RALEIGH, N.C.
DOMIIOS mil douii $1.00 tor each largo pizza,
and 50e lor each medium pizza bought
this weekend. March 11.12.13. and next weekend March II. 19. 20. HELP SEID YOUI TEAM
TO

MUM.

MOUTH CAROLINA
Domino's Pizza
Relays 1 983

Domino's Pizza
Relays 1 983
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Congress
helps save
benefits

The B.G. Hem-

Take &*y.
stock .O
"Maybe it will go awa^ in^merica.
Bmjjm OHM'S Only Miming ft*/

^

O

American Heart
Association

WFRE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

The five most dangerous words in the English language XcSScSP*
WASHINGTON (AP) The House, ending two
years of party warfare,
passed 282-148 last night a
bipartisan, $185.3 bUlion
plan to pull Social Security
from the brink of bankruptcy and raise the retirement age to 67 in the next
century.
The bill, which would
make all American worken and retirees alike
share the burden of bailing
out the system, now goes to
the Senate, which likely
will vote next week.
The measure would
make affluent retirees pay
income tax on half their
benefitsj delay this July's
cost-of-living Increase for
six months; accelerate
ayroll tax increases;
; the levy on the selfyed; and force new
1 workers to join Social Security in 1984.
The House wrapped up
work on the rescue plan
after approving, 228-202,
an amendment championed by Rep. J.J. Pickle,
D-Texas, to make today's
40-year-olds wait until 66 to
draw full Social Security
benefits. And today's 23year-olds - and those
younger -would have to
wait until 67.
That tally was reaffirmed later on a nearly
identical 230-200 procedural vote forced by oppponents of the change.

€•

LLEGE SURVIVAL

THERE'S GOT TO BE A
BETTER MAY!

4k^

*v**

THE LAWMAKERS also
soundly rejected, 296-132, a
rival amendment sought
by a tearful Rep. Claude
Pepper, D-Fla., to leave
the retirement age of 65
intact and rely instead on a
0.53 point payroll tax hike
in 2010 to solve the final
third of the system's longterm, $1.9 trillion deficit.
Seventy-six Democrats
joined 152 Republicans on
the first critical vote to
raise the age. Only 14 Re. publicans voted Againft iL
along with 188 Democrats.
The rescue bill, closely
following the blueprint prepared by the National
Commission on Social Security Reform, would generate $165.3 billion in new
revenues or savings over
seven years. That also
would solve two-thirds of
the long-range problem,
and the change in the retirement age would wipe
out the rest.
The measure also includes a $2.2 billion, sixmonth extension of supplemental unemployment
benefits that will allow
some workers 10 additional
weeks of benefits; a Supplemental Security Income
welfare increase of $20 a
month for individuals and
$30 for couples in July; and
a so-called "prospective
payment" plan for Medicare, under which hospital
fees would be set in advance based on a patient's

.--

be Senate Finance
Committee began marking
up its version of the rescue
bill yesterday. It was expected to complete its
work today and send it to
the floor tor a vote next
week.
Liberals argued the
higher retirement age
would hurt coal miners and
other hard laborers and
discriminate against minorities who tend to die
sooner than whites.

There is. One free Evelyn Wood Reading ■
Dynamics lesson win" prove H to you. Today take
the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can
dramatically increase your reading speed in that
one free lesson.
Why let the responsibilities that college
demands deprive you of enjoying the coiege life?
With Reading Dynamics you can handle both-

.

-:->»i 3

all the reading you're expected to do and know,
plus still have time to do what you want to do.
Today you can increase your reading speed,
dramatically at the free Reading Dynamics
lesson, you've got nothing to lose but a lot of
cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics.
Now you know there is a better way Take the
free lesson and kiss your "No-Snooze" goodbye.

irV*X5A HauiM

Shop Around
the Corner
Thurs, March 10
8:15 Qsh
Free
u

i

FriJSaL Mardi 11/12
7:30, W5, Mid.
Qsh
'UOvrthC _-J

LOCATION:
The Best Western
Falcon Plaza 1450 E.
Wooster, just west of
the comer of E. Wooster and Mercer, across
Wooster from the
BGSU campus.

Schedule of FREE LESSONS
TODAY
1P.4P.7
FRIDAY MAR 11 NOON 2:3CU5

p.m.

p.m.

SATURDAY MAR. 12

1CU 12:300„

B EVELYN WOOD REAPING DYNAMICS

FINAL 3 DAYS
SEATING IS UMITED.
SO PLEASE PLAN ON ATTENDS THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE LESSONI

C 1978 Evelyn Wood
Htsd.no. Dynamics, '"c
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Elsie the cow returns to pasture

CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTSl
adjacent to Dexters, Dorsey Drugs & Sterling Groceries

COLUMBUS (AP) - Elsie the Borden cow, overtaken by age and the many
miles she baa traveled to
exhibits throughout the nation, is being replaced by
two half sisters, both of
them pregnant.

Apts. for 2-3-4 Persons
9 or 12 month leases
Slimmer Rate - $475 - entire summer session
352-9302

352-7365
evenings

Spring said Borden
boards its Elsie at OSU
each year, from about
Thanksgiving to April,
when the cow's towing
season begins. The new
Elsie and her sister were
purchased from Richmond, Ind., farmer Ronald
Stanley, whose wife said
the calves are expected in
July.

Applications available: 106 University Hall
Deadline: Wednesday, March 16, 5p.m.

$240 a month includes
all utilities and TV and cable
SHORT or LONG TERM LEASES

minuMiinuu
*

Mid Am Manor-Third and Fourth St» .
are on apartments wMh gal heat.
water and cooking for FREE!
Each equipped with garbage disposal.
air conditioning, cable hook-up and
loteot storagel

Lower units $425 & electric

Two bedroom, unfurnlsh0d-$3OO/mo. 1 year
lotto

215 E. Poc

$-3S5/mo. 9 mo. lotto
(Divided botwoon All of You!)

Efficiencies from $145
1 Bedroom from $175

A RESUME
SHOOT-OUT

Summer Rate: S300 entire Bummer!

Like, go-fer Kill
Ca» 352 4380 after 10 a.m. 352-7361
Sunday through Friday

r 3 p.m.

MAURER GREEN

We bought out all the Kllmory

224 W. WOOSTER
352-0717

Discontinued Stock We

could for You — Direct Irom the Warehouse.
Redeem This Coupon For This Y..r»

»■■■■■■■■■■'

GREATEST VALUE! -—^w
M RESUMES. TYPESET PRINTED ON VOUR CHOICE
ol 9 Colon ol Kllmory' Laid Slock with Blank Envelopes

,
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CompIete5crTrcefoMi7tporte^
and Small Domestic Cars

THIS WINTER WAS MILD.. BUT
WHAT ABOUT NEXT WINTER...

THIS OFFER IS FOR KILMORY- STOCK ONLY"

ALL FOR $25.00
Hurry All You RESUME FIGHTERS
Oder Expires No Later than April 1. 1963
JEFF RICE'S QUICK PRINT • 111 S. Main St. Bowling Qt—n. Ohio • M2 -fW

"LET US WORRY ABOUT
THE HEAT BILLS!"

PHI KAPPA TAU

•
*
•
*

Basketball Marathon
Saturday, March 12
Student Rec Center

Two bdrm., carpeted
Washer/Dryer in building
Furnished
Maintenance men on duty

UNITS AVAILABLE
• 309 HIGH (HIGH & 2ND)
• 801 FIFTH
• 824 SIXTH

•Starts at 9:30am
•Queen crowning at 3:30pm
•Awards ceremony at 9:30pm
•All proceeds go to
Children's Resource Center
•Be there
or B-square

IEWL0VE MANAGEMENT
336 S. Main

WIN FREE TUITION!

352-5620

bQBOBBBBI
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EAt..XAE...EAE...EAE...

EAI...EAE...EAE..XAE...

Phi Tau

EAE...EAE...EAT;...CAr...

EAE...EAE...EAT...EAE...

Mimi Lojacono
Michelle Mallory
Rosanne McHugh
Jackie Meeting
Meredith Meresko
Colleen Minnich
Kim Neutzing
Becky Painley
Brenda Reeb
Maureen Rowell
Chris Schaefer
Judy Stang

Phi Tau

DAN O'DONNEL
BRUCE REIFF
2 GARY HEFL1N
g RICK BRAUN

Phi Tau

Phi Tau

?H

BILL LYNCH i!
ERIC HILLSTROMj?
WADE NAJEMC

The Honor* Student Association
preaenta the 1st annual raffle
for the cash equivalent of one
semester's, in state, undergraduate
tuition, pint three ($50) hook •cholar.hipe.

•ILL CURRENTLY REGISTERED BBSU
STUDENTS ELiaWJETicket, available March 10-21
from any USA BKamber, the Honors

and their new pledges
i
H

s

Z

Love, The Brothers

L^...EAS. 8At;...LAL... .IAE...EAE...£AI... CAT...EAT...CAT...CAT...

Phi Tau

Phi Kappa Tau would like to
Congratulate their new actives

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Presents
our new Lil Sis Actives
Natalie Alkire
Beth Anderson
Ann Austerman
Diane Babuder
Jenny Blum
Laura Brennan
Lori Clark
Wendy Ely
Joan Germano
Lisa Kohr
Debbie Knauf
Lynn Kuzma
Patty Titus

Phi Tau

Phi Taa

^

Tau

Pregraa. Office (231 Adaakktratiaii

?e
DARYL '*SHAOOY,• KILLMON
MATT "I DON'T KNOW NOTHIN" DIERKSCHEIDE
JEFF "HARPO II" WHIMS
BILL "SPROUT" HOSMER
SCOTT "DOPEY" CUNNINGHAM
RAY "TUMBLE WEED" FASSETT
SAM "CHAPSTICK" CHAPMAN
STEVE "ALL—AMERICAN" WILKE
BRAD "DISTORTION" POTTS
SKIP "Z SQUARED" ZAWODNY
PN Taa

PW Tau

Phi Tau

Phi Tau

Phi Tau

Phi Tau

Bids. 3724)202), tables at
the Union, Mostly Hal, Uahwihy
Hall and other canoe* location*.

1

I

\

190 S. Main. BG
352-7658
iiitiiiitiimiii

It's totally awesome fer-surrl

516 E. Merry

WANTED
JOB HUNTERS

Blowdry $5.00

5fc

FALL 1983

352-7365

A Borden' spokesman
said the former Elsie,
about the 17th in a line of
cows stretching back to
1939, has retired to the
farm of a Borden employee. *i
The spokesman would
not say where she is spending her retirement.

Haircuts $5.00
S

BUCKEYE BUDGET MOTOR INN
Efficiency Apartments

The retired Elsie is 10
years old, Spring said, and
was getting a little sick and
hard to manage.

MINI—MALL
BEAUTY SALON

•KEY EDITOR
•OBSIDIAN EDITOR

Phone 352-7365

Andy Spring, says. "They
set along with the others

ffrrn n nrrimrn iiiiiiniiiiimiiuu

is now accepting applications for

Special Summer Rates
$375 entire summer session

352-9302

Last week the new pair
of Jerseys arrived at the
Ohio State University
farms ready to become the
corporate mascots for the
Columbus-based Borden.
The cows are "real nice, t
friendly," OSU herdsman

Bowling Green Stale University
Student Publications

CARTY RENTALS
Houses - Apartments - Rooms
• All Near Campus

352-1520

But a Borden Inc. official
says, "There is only one
Elsie" in the pair. ''Even
an actor has a stand-in,"
he said, noting that the cow
Borden considers the true
Elsie was at a trade show
in Chicago this week. .

$1 per tltttt w six
tickets lor 15.
Drawing by: Paul J. (Mecamp,
April 7 at 3:30 In the Falcon1.
Neat (Lniveraity Union). Broadcast
on WFAL (680 AM).
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BG cagers
host BSU
in tourney

Weekend's attendance a double problem for BG fans
By the end of this weekend,
Bowline Green sports fans will
probably feel like a stretched out
rubberband and their wallets will
be much like Mother Hubbard's
cupboard - bare.
You see, starting with tonight's
BG-Ball State semi-final Ml?
Amercian Conference tournament
game at 8 p.m. In Anderson Arena,
BG fans must spread their loyalty
around - they must try to be two
places at one time if they are to
capture all the activity mis
weekend.
If BG should beat the Cardinals
tonight, they would play on
Saturday at 8 p.m., in Anderson
Arena, tor the MAC tournament
championship and a berth in the
NCAA tournament.
Meanwhile, the BG hockey team
will be in Detroit's Joe Louis Arena
this weekend to participate in the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association tournament semifinals, and, if they should beat
Northern Michigan tomorrow
night, the finals - which will also be
played Saturday night.
This leaves the BG fans In a
paradox. Yet, to other schools, it is
an envious situation.
IF BOTH teams win their semi-

final games, each Falcon fan must
ask themselves : "Should I stay
and see the BG cagera play or
should I hit the road and go up to
watch the Falcon icon. In other
words, (like the song),
"Should I
stay or should I go ?T'

But before we talk further about
this particular situation. I would
like to know the reason behind
something. As of 4 p.m. yesterday,
only 2,943 tickets had been sold for
the Ball State encounter - and most
of these are of the reserve seat
sort Why is this?
There is no other game which
might take their interest away.
Maybe it is because their all-sports
books are now worth about as
much as my hockey media pass for
home hockey games.

Could it be that these same fans,
along with all season ticket
holders, must now buy their
tickets. No, the prices for these
tickets haven't gone up so that
can't be it They are still two
dollars a piece tor general
admission.
There are many who have night
classes, and, as BG basketball
coach John Weinert says. "We are
a university first, basketball and
hockey fans second." So that
reason is justified.
POSSIBLY the best explanation
for the lack of pregame ticket sales
is that many people are assuming
that BG is going to win tonight and
that they will "check them out on
Saturday." That, according to
Weinert, is assuming a lot.
The situation, ironically enough,
is much like last year's. BG had
tost ended the season by beating
Miami on Saturday and were to
face them in the MAC quarterfinals on the following Tuesday
night. The attendance for
Saturday's game was 4,837. The
attendance Tor the Tuesday MAC
tournament game was close to
2,000 less (2,863).
"You would like to see a sell out,
of course," Weinert said. "But

we'll probably end up with a pretty
good crowd (tonight). We should;
we are the champions. I just hope
they are not going to stay away •
because they think they are going
to save it (their support) for the
finals."
I realize there are people who
have night classes or who have
other business to attend to. As
Weinert put it, "a lot of people are
probably going home - (BG) is not
a suitcase (commuter) college."
But if that is the case, they are sure
picking the wrong weekend to
make their exit (assuming they are
active supporters of BG athletics).
BUT AGAIN, the problem for
avid BG fans - what game should I
attend this weekend?
That is no problem Friday - the
hockey game is the only game In
town, er, I mean out of town.
Saturday night, now that isa
problem.
If BG should lose tonight in
basketball and tommorrow night in
hockey, the problem is thus
eliminated. Then, everyone is
miserable. But if both teams win
and go to the final on Saturday a
decision must be made.
Now with the hockey game the
same night and the basketball

rie being televised to much of
midwest, attendance for the
basketball game on Saturday
might really be effected
negatively.
Regardless, I am not telling
anyone what game they should go
to. As, BG sports Information
director Allan Chamberlin
commented, "I wish I could be at
both games and I know a lot of fans
feel the same way." But that will
be an impossibility because the
starting time for the basketball
game can't be changed (the MAC
front office sold the television
package specifically for the 8 p.m.
start).

With the Mid-American Conference
regular season championship trophy
already enclosed in Bowling Green's
display case, all attention now shifts
to the Mid Amercian Conference postseason tournament.
The Falcons (20-7 overall and 15-3 in
the MAC) began their successful
league season with a big two-point win
over Ball State in Muncie, Ind., and
concluded last Saturday over those
same Cardinals by a narrow margin,
78-75.
BSU (tied for third in the MACs
regular season with a 10-8 mark coupled with a 16-11 overall clip) has the
chance to return the two previous
WE COULD say "those with last
disfavors tonight in Anderson Arena
names "A" through "L" go to the
in the two teams' MAC tourney semihockey final and those with names
finals hookup beginning at 8 p.m.
"K" through "Z" to the basketball
BG received a complimentary bye
game" - but that would not be fair,
in the first round and home court
nor practical. Drawing straws fits
advanantage
due to their regular seathe same bill.
son crown. The Cardinals, fresh off of
Likewise. I know a lot of you will
a victory over Miami in the first
probably blow both games off. You
round of the tourney Tuesday, come
will be drinking "OWMils"' while
to town with a bad taste in their
watching the b-ball game on the
mouths from Saturday's loss to BG.
tube and listening to the hockey
Along with the revenge factor, BSU
game on the radio. Not a bad idea lays claim to the MAC's number one
but I hope you would show your
offense with a 73.9 points per game
support in person.
average. Leading the Cardinal scoring machine is the conference's second best individual scorer with a 20.4
average -guard Ray McCallum.
ON THE other end of the court the
do not fair as well. Their
ing the team's winter workout in Cardinals
defense ranks among the league's
Florida.
Florida was tough for me but it worst at ninth, handing out an averhelped me 100 percent," Scodova age of 73.7 ppg.
The Falcons counter BSU's scoring
said. "When I started, I felt like I
with the third best defense in
never had been on a board before. I attack
league with a 65.2 ppg. average
got really depressed about the whole the
a two-game knowledge of how to
thing. Between Ron (Zwierlein), BUI and
(Abbott who is another diver), and beat BSU.
BG
Is no slouch on offense with a
Phil (Koester) -1 got a lot of help."
third-ranked 71.0 ppg. mark. Leading
After earning a trip to Indianapolis, the way in the evenly-balanced FalScodova continued to dive well for the con offensive department is David
rest of the season. According to Jenkins with the conference's fourth
Zwierlein, her fifth place finish in the best average of 18.8 ppg. Colin Irish
one-meter and seventh place finish in wraps up his regualar season with a
the three-meter were nothing to be 15.3 mark, followed by Bill Faine's
ashamed of. Scodova has been work- 12.3 clip. BG point guard David Greer
ing to get her knee back to its full is the league leader in assists by
strength. Recently she was put on a dishing out an average of 7.2 per
weight training and running program. contest.
Begets Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels

Koester and Scodova qualify for NCAA competition
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

Phil Koester and Marcia Scodova
have a couple of things in common.
They are both divers for their respective swim teams and are both
about to begin their quest today for a
national title at the National Collegiate Athletic Association Zone competition in Indianapolis, Ind.
This will be Koester's third trip to
the zone competition. Koester. now a
senior, also qualified as a sophomore
and junior. In his sophomore season
be finished high enough to advance in
the three-meter competition to the
NCAA finals. There, he finished 29th
overall.
Koester qualified this year for the

three-meter competition against
Western Michigan with a score of
324.45. He only needed 310 to qualify.
The following weekend be qualified
for the one-meter competition while
facing Northwestern. His score of
414.55 was more than enough to secure him a position at Indianapolis.
Koester's score was based on an
eleven-dive performance but was considered an extended, one-meter, sixdive performance, because Northwestern did not have a three-meter
board.
KOESTER continued to earn zone
qualifying scores throughout the season that led to his winning performances at the Mid-American
Conference championship meet, last
weekend. In the one-meter competi-

tion, Koester scored 449.20 points for
his fourth consecutive MAC title (a
MAC record). He also set a MAC
record in the three-meter competition
with a score of 510.55.
"I want to put most of my emphasis
on the three meter," Koester said. "I
will concentrate on working my threemeter dives over the one-meter. My
DD (degree of difficulty) on the threemeter is much higher. I won't have to
score as high against divers who use
dives with a lower DD."
Coach Ron Zwierlein said Phil's
performance at the MAC
championships was a big boost for
him.
"You don't score 500 very often at
all in the MAC championships,"
Zwierlein said. "Phil has an excellent

'^tx ~J\

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
Tenant pays electric only
•Summer rates available

THINGS HAVE not been easy for
Scodova throughout the entire season.
During the third week of school she
suffered a knee injury in a car accident and was unable to dive for three
months.
Scodova started diving again dur-

FT. LAUDER SALE

"University Village
NOW LEASING

chance of going to the finals. His best
chances are in three-meter. There is
always the possibilty in the one-meter, too."
Scodova, a junior, will be competing at zones for the first time since
coming to BG. However, she will be
competing only in the one-meter competiton. She also qualified against
Northwestern in the same situation as
Koester. Her qualifying score was
394.45

7 nights/8 days
Parties and
TONS OF SUN*A"ND FUN
4

All Large Cookies
3 for $1.00

Call Mary Jo for
more information
2-4691

one coupon per purchase

2nd FLOOR SBX
FOR ALL SERIOUS BOOK BROWSERS AND BUYERS
TITUS IN STOCK REPRESENT 23 YEARS
OF B.G.S.U.'S ACADEMIC HISTORY
Norton Criticals, Dover Paperbacks, University
Presses, Scribner Library, Signet Classics,
Random House, Penguin Classics, and
many others to choose from I

• I BGSU'S MOST EXCITING NIGHT SPOT ISN'T £
J|

l tf

{•

"BUTTONS

THURSDAY for

POUNDER NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY BUTTONS BUS
8:30, 9:30, 10:30....
AT
:

Buttons

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE HOURS
9M-S-M
9*0-SAO

IN BOWLING GREEN

s

SBX Now Carriei the
NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS

MON-FRI
SAT

3S4-1001

Expires 3/12/83
Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels '

Come in Today

,_j

.j

lull WOOMHST
Behind Finder'i EM
Houn M-F 1-IOSil * Sun »-IO

<«***-

PRICES START AT 30* OFF COVER PRICE!

FOR THE SERIOUS BOOK LOVERS OF B.G.S.U.
A complete guide to new books,
possible best sellers, and
literary reviews.

^J
^V\

Prmnl If coupon

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S.

USED BOOK WAREHOUSE

JACK'S
BAKERY

For Sale Price of $139

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri 9-5
Sat 9-12
PHONE
352-0164

NOW OPEN!!

I

Spring Break '83 at Riveria

'

ojjtfWK

1

Catch a Free Ride

:

good for 3/10/83

874-2254

1
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Congrplulabone Aim** Feeder on be
«>g elected Too ' 0 «i the Ivbaa Toledo
Pageant' Ware Proud1 Lova. Your
Kappa SMeera

CLASSIFIEDS

Seffy First. Congrats roomie on your
Alpha Xi Delta lieWer poaaton NaBYjnal knew wlvat they wanted whan
you waked pi I'm so proud ol you. XI
love. MMy PS Goooluck on your
second when n raine it pours

CaatnlMllpllill a> On* MoHugh,
RKque Dewald. and Jim Zotdep lor
making I.J.B. Phi Alpha the Srotherp ol S.A.E-

I MM are 40- oar aia.ll.z* wiwIwiMiw. BOLD TVPff W prtrp per ad
*t*aLiasialll» 26 IS 30 «m par to*
OMPWCIII IVIHTI ssengs tor non-prof*. puDkc sp-vica ecrMftes «ra M HirM
naarPan lor el pa*ma * 2 <s»ya Before pnoacaaon el a 00 |> m Friday al 4 00 p *
sksasie lor Pie Tuesday poppon
faWH III
Pre I ilan at p» to IM«, otiic. 104 IMtarsrl, H*H.

S.A.E. PRIDE
8.A.E. avAYCt-

CoPawplulltteaa lo Brian Rice and
Taeamy Fisher on their Sag Ep la»eUort*t- The brothers ol Sigma Phi

Thanks mil* faculty who came
to the S.A.E. houa* tor wine and
cheese on Sunday Afternoon. Slncerply the Brothera ol S-A.E-

*•*"■

Al your typing needs
orofaaalonaty done
352 4017

Delta Zeta would ake to oongrafeaate
Jean Dimeo on winning a Joumaesm
Scfioeirarpp Love. Your eMaarl

Mufflers metaled low aa S10 05
Wei meal or beat any written estimate Don't pay more1" Cal 3541278 for FREE estimate! BG Muffler
Center 11055 Bowing Green Rd

DROP OFF LAUNDRY SERVICE
AVAILABLE AT THE WASH HOUSE
280 N MAW

CANWUS/OTY tVENTS
aaarOi 10. 1B63
CrtMCt QAV UNION TH6 THURS
0AV8 ACTIVITY CENTERS ON THE
CAREERS OF OAY PROFESSION
AtS AU. WEI_COMEI
aycreea* you i—dfcig apiad on the
epon at a FREE Ewfyn Wood Reen
tip OynerrPca Speed nwdlng Mason
Sop tho Mrge ad eMoitMre pi this
pcper tcr tocapona a tanas
apcisaploa ctajb meeting March
10th 7 30 0". I 100 Eppkx North
Al »a|ora ara invited New gamaa
woffcjnop.
SENIOR CHALLENGE COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
PICK UP PLEDGE
CARDS AT ALUMNI CENTER
SENIOR CHALLENGE 83
KICK-OFF PARTY
ALUMNI CENTER
3/10/83 a 00 PM
KMORt, SENIORS, SENIORS
CHECK TOUR
ON CAMPUS MAILBOX
Third enamel AIWA Antique
Shoos Sala
It i0:JOem-7:0Opm
13 11:00*m-5:00r>rn
Se.eaiu Oraan Wall School
W. Poo Hd. II 25 admission
(SI .00 wnh tnis ad.) 35 declare.

TWQA S APA sooneor tha 4th annual
Back HaJ 01 Fama A war On
Sat. March 12. 4 30pm
N.E. Commons
Banquet tickets $7 00
For more Info cal 372-278«
Speaker Or Parma) Brmua

LOST AND FOUND
Uuaae** round In 515 Ule Science
on 317/83 2 5488
'
Loot Baj* -eael ei Whtta Mare.
Capri wuh student 10. J C Penny and
AAA Carda Ptoaaa reajmi 3723588
FOUNO' Leases watch lound
RUpa Si Owner must identity'
Tim 354-1483

on
CP«

Found. Kay Chain. (Camaro and
Slono Mountain laalhar ernotome)
Alao dorm kay and ski sale tag. Can
353-7011

Naad rtda to Florida lor Spr.ig Brack
392 5894

SERVICES OFFERED
NEW PHONE NUMBER
354-3540
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
CorrrVJentlel. personal ca/e
Speaafralee BGSU atudanta
Conyeraam a|ipoinlinana»

FarvrCrMgrata an your Phi TauAtoha XI knakaring lo Laurie at
Ohio Stale. Good Luck-Th* Broth-

TUCKER TYPING
Coeegate. business, personal
Nancy 352 0809
5Bi Year Fun Una service

FREEH INCREASE YOUR READING
ON THE SPOT AT A FREE EVELYN
WOOD READING DYNAMICS INTROOUCTORY LESSON'
WE'LL
ALSO SHOW YOU HOW ITS POSSI
BUS TO READ ANO STUDY 3 10 10
TIMES FASTER WITH BETTER
COMPREHENSION' GET BETTER
GRADES. HAVE MORE FREE T*IE
FtNO OUT HOW SEE OUR LARGE
AD ELSEWHERE IN THIS PAPER
FOR LOCATION ANO TIME'

Profaaaronal Typing
Thesis Dissertations
352-0635

PERSONAL
Alpha Deft* Only two more days until
our Long Island Ice Tea Rampant
Don Gat thoae dales and w«i a trip lo
Long bland1

FRESH DONUTS DELIVERED
EVERY MORNING
THE GETAWAY 362-4182

APPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDENT
REC COUNCIL. COUNCIL UNOERORAOUATE STUDENT MEMBERS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE SRC
OFFICE. APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
IN AT THE SRC OFFICE ON FRIDAY, MARCH IS AT 5:00 PH. INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE ON
MONDAY ANO TUESDAY, MARCH
21 ANO 22. FROM 6 30 TO >:00 PM

Otm. SCOUT COOKIES ARE COMMQ GIRL SCOUT COOKIES ARE
COMING MARCH 21-25, UNION
OVAL

Tan Hc*ein Cortgratutatwns on your
Kappa Sigma vice-presidency, you'l
b* great! Love. Kathy.
Trout Tha first 3 months have been
fantastic Don't let it die now I love
you Nuba wxoo

HEY KAPPAS' THIS IS YOUR LAST
CHANCE TO GET YOUR VOTES IN
FOR TAMMY' LET'S GET THOSE
BEANS IN FOR OUR QUEEN'

T-Shlrt screening
If your not getting your shirts Irom
JEANS N' THINGS
Your're probably paying loo much!!
Joans N' Things
531 fudge SI.

KNIGHTS-WAY TO GO-GO'
What a team Get payched for perron* We want that champlonarilp-Nadu (Just caS ma "Oretsky'',.

ATTENTION SALES CLUB MEM
BERS Business Meeting March 10.
1083 from 7:00-0:00 p.m.In tha
Alumni SultelUnlon. Guaat

VOTE

Use. Carolyn. Jeme-To my great
ferrety of Plac*a Hope you have a
great birthdays' From your Taurus
Alpha Chi Sale' Son*

Attention Students ol BGSU Hero's
your chance to show someone you
care From Monday. Mar 7 to Friday
Mar 11. The Sales Club w* be
seSng St Patrick's Day carnations
from 9 30 a.m • 4.00 p.m. in the
Business Adm Lobby lor only S1 00
They wil be personally delivered on
Mat 17

VOTE
VOTE

Look for ft today!
FREE WASH COUPON
Klrk'p Coin Laundry

BASEBALL GLOVE REPAIR
Restrmg • Reweb
S7-S12 estimated cost
REC CLNTER PRO SHOP

Phi Tau 8 8 Marathon
Queen voting In Union Foyer
VOTE TODAY

Big Carol Wa were put together by
tat* and I'm gUd because I think your
tirat rale LSL LJ Anne

Pommerettes Good Luck Thursday
on our last performance ol the season. It's bean slot ol hard work, but
plot ol laughs and fun P.S Gel
psyched tor Friday

Chf-O'a-We've got our tooap out far
tha toga lea tonight Wo'll sop you
tonrgtrt-Loto the Phi Taue.

RECORDS et Big Diecourrlalll
Save up to S3 OOi Major label LP'a'
SALE going aa NOW thru March 261
Unrverpity Bookstore
Student Services Building
M-F8 5 Sat 9-5

Commuter oil campus organization
patfttons for offices avsllpblp In the
commuter center, due March 18 at
5:00. Anyone who lives off campus
and li In good Handing Is eliglNp

RUSS-BABY
Harp II li llnallyil"
Yaw- name In prlnt-ENJOY!'!
Have p good onalll

Congrats Baav: 4 moa and you
survived sweaty backs, indoor pools,
wet ears. LeCars. Bob Dylan and me
I'm crazy aboul you1 Happy 20th'
Lova, Mary or Maro>e? or ?

SALE SALE SALE
10V50K oft Fpl/VVinter March
J*ana N' Thtngp S31 PJdg* SL

-Potential for High Income
-Sales and Management

Sign-ups still available for March 17th at the University Placement
Office from 9:00-5:00, or send resume to address below:

WlDD^/\cS5a:iAIE6

IMLHUAL
UrC acorn*
H#rlUg» Way Wav-trly, Iowa 50677

122 W. Front Street
Perrysburg, OH 43551
874-1988

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
5
9
13
15
16
17
It
19
20
22
24
28
29
30
32
33
38
SB
40
41
46
48
41

ACROSS
49
Havolcvaxse
LfMd In brewing 54
OCMivgoIng
vaawel. 1492
55
SMMlvage
59
WlngorJ
60
Distinctly*)
62
pawtods
French school
63
Down: Prefix
64
Brttlah»>cpr»8i,!on65
ol dlabaillel
68
Xylophone's
67
relative
68
Intrinsic
I>roPe»Ty
Ettojjartt*. In a way 1
Hr*kaWo people 2
the neck
Milan's La
3
rUrty Hebrew
4
leader
Three, Italian
5
•tya.
Risk
6
Mand
7
Nam Haven
8
name
9
Trigonometric
function: Abbr.
10
Fasttforapoet
11
Certain rockets 12
majesty
14

Be a model of
behavior
Exceed dietary
limit
Decorator
Boat rope
Opulent
Gettysburg
general
Harrow's rival
Greeting, In Soho
Quaking
PoartTeasdale
Forest ruminant
Forwarded

21 Mod music
23 Nisei child
i I I ■ I "I
Mi
25
degradable
26 Wimbledon star,
1975
27 Ending with cler
IK
or red
28 Phenomenon of
1921
31 Secret
33 Lacking zip
34 Joshes
n 27 21
Wtlt
35 Gaelic
37 Worn, as a book
39 Lack ol color
42 Measured by
N
|S7|
DOWN
60 degrees
Sch level
43 Former queen of
it
Wtii
n
So. American
Spain
rodent
44 Medicinal
Stravinsky
compound
Roman emperor 47 Saratoga or Vichy III |54 1st |S2 1
07-41)
49 Flatfish
Name In road50 Webber-Rice hit
M
building
musical
carte
51 Purport
m H
Certain sails
52 Playing area
Junkler
53 Plzarro'a city
Beereheba s
56 Broadcast
deeert
procedure
Tabriz residents 57 Idyllic spot
Numbness: Prefix 58 Part of the
TVs Grant
overhead
Varna captain
61 Little one: Suffix

I7i| Hi

y^f ■"

I

I 1

11
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Two parsons wanted to aubloaie apl
during summer term Al uaallaa paid.
two blocks Irom campus 352-6461.
For Sate Mobss Home 10x50 Good
cencatton riaaaonabla Cal 3525557 after 4
NEEDED 2 FEMALE RMMTES 83
84 SCHOOL YEAR NON-SMOKERS 110/mo plus ELEC. 3521498

HELP WANTED
M'A'S'HISOVER .
and In 2 moa so is the 82-63 school
year. Do you have a summer fob yet?
National company has several poei
tons aval for BG students H you're
hardworiung & don't mind travel, send
a sen-addressed env S phone # to
P 0 Box 103. B G OH 43402
CRUISE SHIP JOBS' S14-S28.000
Cambean. Hawaii, World. Cal lor
Guide. Directory, rtewttotler. 1-916722-1111 Ext Bowing Green.

Sundy Comet FOR SALE USED
FOR 4 YRS EXCELLENT CONDITION ASKING $200 or BEST OFFER CALL 362-3404 AFTER 10
P.M.
Car Stereo FOR SALE 4 SPEAKERS. 80 WATTS PER CHANNEL
ASKING $160 OR BEST OFFER.
CALL 362-3484 AFTER 10 PM

FREE months rant on our luty furraahad atudto apartments' Compkttofy Quiet and private Plenty of
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom.
'We write our la Bail to fit your neede
Good location Close to laakturantp
and stores CHARaNG CROSS APTS.
1017 8. Mean St. Saz-OSOO.
LOW SUMMER RENTALS
HOUSES ANO APARTMENTS
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
362-M20
VEL-MANOR APARTSSENTS
for Fal S Summer 920 E Wooator
acroea from Kohl 2 bdrm., ceramic
bath. lg. Ivg room S kitchen Al ma
except ektc. Storage space, atr cond.
1 cable 352-2858 lor appt onfy.
831 7th SI 2 bdrm. turn spH
Owner pays heat, m cond., water A
sewer Tenant pays for only eghta.
For 2,3. or 4 parsons
Attractive Rates
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
USE. WOOSTER(CLOSE TO CAMPUS) 3S4-ZM0 OR 3U-Sea3

NATURE DIRECTOR
Camp Berry Flndlay Area. Boy
Scouts Must have nature background Age must be at least 16
years ok) Salary to be negotated
Five w**k contract period Phone
354 11 OB Pnter paled

352 3406

Wanted: Peraon to draw ci*«l*»»*
used In fantasy gassing. Call Scott
352-0112.

Two. 2 bdrm acts in duplex lor 4.
non-ernokJng lenvatap each. Beautifuiy fum . air cond . oft atreet parking
a1 needed, laundry racsrnaa. aun deck.
Cal 3634X156. Men Frt 8:30-12;
1-4:30.

SONY 250 REEL-TO-REEL STEREO 2 SPEED TAPE DECK RECORDS DIRECT UNE OR MICS
EXCELLENT COND. BOUGHT 2
YEARS AGO FOR S25BOO WILL
PART FOR $95 00 (NEGOTIABLE)
CALL TOM 372-5362.
TROMBONE-YAMAHA-2
YRS
OLD
EXCELLENT CONDITION!
CALL 372-2241 FROM 8-5 ASK
FOR CAROL

2 unique sots aval, tor Summer or
Fal Pi ouptax arJJacont campua.
Lower summer ratae Oownetalrs
newly decoialed turn., 2 bdrm. apt.,
lg kitchen S **ting araa-$400;mo
paat uSI. Upstairs fum 1 bdrm apt.
$200;mo. plus u» 354-1763 or
Large 1 bdrm apt unfum 2 bka.
from campua
364-1670. Larry.

Roomp to Rent
• aMI l now wah oragklng prlvsege
I laallll "tllll 111 I I l| III Cal Newlove Mpnagamanl 336 S Main.
352-5620
.
Law Ippsmar Rentelll
1 or 2 bdrma. Many to chooa* from
Cal Newtove Marasgenvant
338 S Mam
362-6620.
Ctoea to campua. 2 bdrm. fum. apta.
FREE HEAT. WATER S SEWER
Laundry tacoWee PI btdg

Cal 352-5620
Hi 8. Main: 3 barm, large apt.

LOVE MAHAOEMENT. 3*8 S. Main.
3e>e020.
BAER RENTALS
VOTED BOS* 1 LANOLORO
2 BORM APTS -1/2 Ok. 2 BGSU
SUMMER ANO FALL LEASES
362-4671 and 352-1800
Now renting tor lal Elites , 2 bdrma.
and 3 bdrm houeee Dapoaf). lease.
NO PETS 362-4286

83-84. 2 SENIOR FEMALES
NEEDED TO SHARE FURNISHED 2
BORM APT M LttstV VILLAGE
NEAR SAMB'S RENT IS 860 SEM
(144/MO ) NEGOTIABLE INCL ALL
UTIL EXCEPT ELEC CALL MOLLY
AT 362-0778 BETW 2 AND 6
Aval Now' 2 bdrm apt. to sublet
$260 mo/$12S aa. Low electric
Vary ctoee to campua 362 0028
1 Bdrm S 3 Bdrm Apta
for 83 84 school year
Ooee to campua
1-878-7437
ROOMS TO RENT: Aval now. doe*
to campua 1-267 3341
SLIMMER RENTALS: HOUSES ANO
APTS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1-2673341
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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LIVE A
LONG AND
HEALTHY
LIFE

i mi Jin i
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Now renting for 83-84 ached year
House* and apartment* Bogga Real
Estate 362-0467, 352-3841, 354
1120
PARTY ROOM AVAIUH.E
paaEFERRED PROPER IH
034 MMM ST.: 352-0371
HOUSES 230 > 232 Lehman $380
aa 1 utl 9 mo leaae 354-2280 or

352-9200

^

APT TO SUBLEASE UNTIL J1JNE
OR LONGER 134 1/2N MAM *3
352-8337

f.

'

American Gincer Society

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84

THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID ID'S
-ONLY $1.0011 ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS

■]!

Ma contract

I4*

:::

H8HRS
m
IH AT 7:30 4 9:15

Af7:30

THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL

AT 7:30 »
9:30

Bernthisel
AutoWork8t Inc.
Complete Car Care

M

w ■ ■<5

NtCKNOLTI
a) a cop.
eooie nuaifMY

GANDHI

4 x 10 ftrxtage bdiar

1

Lw

• Collision

• TiHM-Up

• Painting

* Alignment

• Rust Proofing

• Balancing

• Frame Work

• Transmission
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1 plan on living a long
and healthy Hie. so 1
gel regular cancer
checkups. You see, the
best lime lo gel a
checkup is before you
have any symptoms.
So take care of
yourself, now. Call or
write your local unit of
the American Cancer
Society for a free
pamphlet on their new
cancer checkup
guidelines.
• Because if you're like
me. you want lo live
long enough to do

\

Fum. 3 bdrm., $280 Fum. efficiency. $160 268 S. Coeege A S C
353 3611
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Large, unique 2 bedroom apt lor
rant. Includes
2 car garage,
study/storage room, laundry facaMn,
aundack. apM ahwcaet and more.
12 month leaae
4 people at
$130/«* 352-1104, 362-1090

Now renting for summer Two badroom, fum apt Water, cable 1 v paid
far A/C, parking lot laundry facet**
$400 tor the summer. $250 tor
ehonet term Cal 362-7182.

We have II all far S3-S4 Ranpplal
1. 2. 3. 4 bdrma.. m apta houa*.
dupleaaa. Cat ua for as your housing
rapaoa. Nantov* Managarnanl. 338
S Main 362-6620

311 E. Woopter St.
Can 3S4-2200 or 382-06S3

2 bdrm torn apt.
nawfy fum. A carpet
362-2663

2 bdrm apta , 9 mo I
tor 4 at
$110 ae lor 3 al $120 ee. for 2 at
$150 ea ASM 1 bdrm apta. Al near
Campua 362-7366

CARTV RENTALS
Houeee-Apartments-Roome
9 12 month leaaea Summer Rentata
Al near Campus 362-7 365
VEL-MANOR ANNEX APT.
1024 E Wooeler acroaa Irom Rodg
ara: 2-2 bdrm. nice tum. occomodattona for Fal 8 Summer Lg fvg
room. Kitchen 3 lutpize cprpmic bath.
air cond . laundry pi baaemenl Storaga space Cal 362-2868 tor appt.
onfy
•APARTMENTS1 or 21

FOR RINT—MOW SIGNING
LEASES FOR I HAN APTS AT
TTO ?lh ST. SS2S per SEMESTER
CaaU SSS-S7SS or 3S3H880.

CAaapus MANOR Now renting for
Summer and Fal echoes yayar.
Special Summer Ratae
Ph. 362 9302 or 352-7386 evaa.

2 bdrm . dean and quart, la* semeet*». 4 n)r*> 362-8040 after 5.

AOUATIC DaKCTOR
Camp Barry Flndlay Arae. Boy
Scouts Must have Red Croaa WSI.
YMCA Aquatic Training, or BSA National Camp School Must have CPR
Must be 21 years ok) Contract
period cJ 5 weeks with poeaOe three
weeks aoxMtonal Salary $110 par
week with room and board Cal 3541108 a interested.
ASST. AOUATIC DIRECTOR
Same aa above but orvy required lo
have aouatlca experience and only
needs lobe 18 years old. Salary wal
be discussed Five weak contract

FOR SALE

Senior or Grad Mat* Rmmte. Prhoaa
enliprice, kachen .do** to campua,
■ eOatlll pummpr and 83-84 yr 3528043.
Ntc* Fum Apia . ml pd 2 bfca we*!
of campua 362-7766.

FOR RENT

850 Sixth Start South o>tw>a«
2 btdnom fum. apt.
2ru0bath«
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WANTED

1068 DODGE HAS REBUILT ENGINE. RUNS WELL. VERY DEPENOABLE, $360 362-O606

ROCK LEDGE MANOR

In
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1903 OAMMA PM SETA BOWLING
TOURNAMENT.
OPEN TO AU STUDENTS
SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 11:30-7:00
TROPHIES ANO RfSBONS.
APPLICATIONS ANO INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT THE GAMMA
PHI SETA HOUSE ALL STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS WELCOME!!!

2 Aucaovox 60 w 3 way auto apeakara n*v*r uaed. Beat oflar. 352
B871

- Apply to be a member
of the 1983-84
Intramural Advisory Board.
- Applications may be obtained from
intramural office in Room 108 SRC.
- Deadline for applications
is Wednesday, March 16th.

TRAINING
SALARY PLUS COMMISSION

UJTHERAN

USG
Naad a ride somewhere or need
riders to share expeneee? Pteeae cal
USG Dlal-A-Rkta al 372-0324

76 AMC GlaEMUN. RUNS WELL.
CALL 354 1678 before 9:00 am or
after 11:00 pm.

Do you want to have an
CALL US NOW
active voice in
university
SUMMER RENTALS
intramurals?
352-0717

WANTED
BUSINESS and EDUCATION
MAJORS INTERESTED IN:
-Personal Satisfaction
-Working With People

B-BALL

Qrpp your car a break for Spring
FREE engine analysis to students/lacutty ol BGSU along with written
esbmate ol parts S labor 1 2 once on
labor upon presentation ol BGSU
student faculty ID card Get your car
done right the last hme JAWRepalr
S*rvk*. 352-0283. Cal for an apuupiewai*'

Rupe Lfsstmo: Congratulations on
your Sth Plait to Curling National.
Have fun In Minnesota Good Luck!

Cong/alutabons Greg Huey on being
chosen an Community Service Chapman Keep up tha good work. Tha
Dafta

B-BALL
B—BALL

Y' ALL-HERE S YOUR CHANCE TO
PASS OUT BEFORE YOUR DATE
DOES! TONIGHTS FORMAL WILL
BE A RIOT B.J. ANO PRYOR, MAKE
SURE YOU BRING CLEAN SHEETS.
MUPPET-TRY TO MAKE IT
THROUGH THE NIGHT WITHOUT
VISITING THE PROCELAIN GOD.
TKE FORMAL WILL BE A BLAST)
GET PSYCHEDH MANNY P.S. IT'S
STILL NOT TOO LATE TO GET A
DATE WEHTAI
You are the SUNSHINE ol my Ufa..'
Need some sunshine in your lite?
Let the Chi Omega's help you on
April 16 Sunshine Be Ready

Pornmeretaa Orrpyiizatiorial Masting
lor TryouU Sunday. March 13. Attend efther (4 to 5) or (8 to 7| 1^5
Education

PM TAU U.S. MARATHON
PM TAU B.B. MARATHON
PM TAU S.B. MARATHON

SCHABES FOR
QUEEN
SCHABES FOR
QUEEN
SCHABES FOR
QUEEN

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS.
INC WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL
THOSE THAT MADE OUR VALENTINE COOKIE SALE A SUCCESS
AND APOLOGIZE TO Aa THOSE
WHO DIDN'T RECEIVE THEIR OH
DERS

Our Bombay Correspondent Reports
FUtIS/ 1

to run.
TAXES TAXES TAXES
Ropier Tax S Accounting Serve*
priori form S8. Long form $15 S ucj
Plclaaaiuiap Prpparalion
Rain
1007 N Main. BG
352-4340

The Renown "Diamond Prod."
xctlc male dancers for all occaj
Jons are now available for YOU'!
A GREAT GIFT IDEA!!!
352-2960 M-F after 7, Sat. 9—7
ASK FOR PHIL
pedal "Strip—A-Gram" discount]

Goo Ptioo Boo Yahooi
Goo Ptioo Boo Yahoo
Goo PhooBoo Yahoo
G*t Psyched
Happy Hour-Holiday Inn
Everyday, al day MTV
Every fight. Al NjQht

APPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDENT
REC COUNCIL. COUNCIL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT MEMBERS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE SRC
OFFICE. APPLICATIONS ARE DUE
IN AT THESRC OFFICE ON FRIDAY.
MARCH IB AT 5 00 PM INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE ON
MONDAY ANO TUESDAY, MARCH
21 and 22, FROM 6:30 lo 0:00 PM.

RIDES

THE GAMMA PHI'S ARE PSYCHED
TO START THEIR WEEKEND RIGHT
WITH THE WILD KAPPA SKIS ON
THURSDAY NIGHT!' SEE YA THERE
MOOES'
THE MEN OF PLAN "A"
Sob s.. your frashman dream haa
finally come true-you're going to
ID* Alpha XI formal artth Windy
Sue. Saturday wae wild, papaya and
rum We'll do ft again and have
twice as much funl Mark A . I hoar
you've got a goal Insight so... do
you think you're going to reach 11
on Saturday night! Well, you know
what they say about mo, I'm th*
77?'" Alpha XI. Todd F, so you're
quite the Hght weight. Rumor has It
you'll pass out before your dale!
For a Presldenl you're pretty risque fruit ol the Loom... NO WAY I
Here's to good friends and whatever plsp we'll be. Get psyched to
have a great lime with aome crazy
Alpha Xl'a.

SPRING BREAK IN
FT LAUOEROALE. FLA.
Seecomber Motoi. 4825 N. Ocean
Dr . Lauderdaes Bytne-Sea. 33308
(308)772-0210 1 bdrm. apt, 1 bat
to ocean, from S13S Schubert
Apia . 865 N E 20th Ava . Ft Lauderdale 33304 (305)703-7434: 1
ml to ooean. from S105. Livmgalon
Motel. 1037 HE. 17m Way. Ft
Lauderdale 33304 (305)784-3208;
1 2 ml to ocean, from $90 Rates
apply par weak, par person 4 par
apt Caacoeact
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$535 P« nionth

-9 month lease
Owner pays heat and water

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
cal 352-384111-3 or 354-1120

at own at.

Bo*rt4ng Oreaxl, OM 4J402 j
00»
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